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James Madison University

Hitting the Big Screen

Big Slams, Lonestar Style

Artist's Touch

Senior's screenplay. "The 9th Circle.' succeeds with New York film
company. Page 12

Former sports editor Andrew Tufts
heads to Houston for Wrestlemania XSeven and almost doesn't make it back
thanks to some Texan locals. Page 17

New exhibits in both Sawhill and
Zirkle House Galleries provide a
wide variety of artistic themes
and mediums. Page 11

And the winner is ...
Election coverage continues this
week; see who s made the cut
so far. Page 3

To DVD, and beyond
SMAD students to make JMU's first interactive DVD
Bi RlOUKI) SAKSHAUG
news editor

MHill\N \irW'HY/,m</mv

1 lenninger Interactive Media
agavd to donate $20,000 to
$30,000 in authoring and
production services to tlie
School of Media Arts and
Design tor the tirst ever digital video disc produced bv
students at |MU.
The DVD protect. "Beyond
JMU." is being produced by
students in the Special Studiee In Media Arts and Design
(SMAD 490) class. The class is
replacing the SMAD 433/434
classes of the old SMAD curriculum. Associate SMAD professor
John Woody said the- DVD will
include packages about various
activities students i.m do off campus in
the JMU area. He said approximately 12
packages will be produced for the project. Topics include snowboarding, skydiving, volunteering and ri'-t.unanK
Limninfla Interactive Media is one
of the premier DVD production facili-

ties in the United States, with a 36,000
square-foot editing facility and a fivesuite DVD center in Arlington.
The DVD production facility is part
of Henninger Media Services Inc., one
of the nation's largest video, film and
new media services providers with
headquarters in Arlington and facilities In Washington, D.C.. Charlottesville, Richmond, New York City
and Los Angeles
Several students traveled to the
Henninger facility in Arlington yesierday to work out details including how
to submit the work and what their limitations are.
Senior Dylan Boucherle, student producer of the project, said "Beyond
JMU" will be in the style of an interactive DVD magazine.
The DVD will be aimed primarily at
new students getting to know the
area. A major target market will be
students at orientation. Woody said.
However, Boucherle said that he
thinks anybody will be able to pick it
up and find it interesting
Students have been planning this

Dean finally
integrated

Alcohol
Signs of an
alcohol problem: Screening
Day to testf
educate
ing localm

Former Education and Psychology
dean, A. Jerry Benson,
named new dean ofCISAT

>wti on drinking
h;j physical harm
lo oncsell or someone (
while .It inking
• nccdtH to drink more
■desired effect
■fef^Hirritablc when
Irinkiiij!
^TB*I problems
drinking

Bv RKM\KI)
news editor

SAKSHAUG

Benson said his plans for
CISAT are consistent with what
he has been doing for the past
two vears a- interim dean. He
said he hopes to continue connections among colleges and
departments and is looking at
new programs that an' cross-disciplinarv. He said then- an- many
are.is in technology and health
and human services that otter
onal Alcohol
tremendous opportunities which
he looks forward to
Screening Day
CISAT is the second college
(NASD) is today
Benson has headed at JMU. He
was the dean of the College of
Education and
| KEII.Y ARCHIBALD\graphics editor
Psychology from
1W2 to 1999 after

The univursits announced the
appointment or Interim ( ISA I
Dean A. Jerry Benson aa me new
Dean of the College ot Inti^r.itnl
Science and Technology Monday. Benson had aervad -is interim ISAT dean Mine July 1999.
After seeking nationwide, the
Search Committee tor the Dean
of the College of Integrated Science and Technology pn-s.nl..!
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Douglas Blown with its
recommendations reg.n.lii I
66
the three cuxfa
dates recently He has a high degree of
interviewed for
visibility at the state
the position
Benson said
and national level...
the
position
was adv.-itis.il
— Dogulas Brown
nationally and
i ice president fa academic affairs
he applied tor
the position.
Brown wrote
in a memoran•) •)
dum to faculty
Monday.

"I

have carefullv conaiderad ih.-ir
deliberations m the light "I the
complex programmatic issuefacing the ulUvantt] -is "
redesign our program."
Brown wrote in the menu, that
the results ot the Kaich ,
proved that Ik-n-on ''shares tinrespect of I hro.ul .oi.stiturn- v

on campus,

"He has .1 proven leadership
record as a faculty member,
director and dean.' Brown
wrote. "He has a high d.
visibility -it the State and national level, and in my view w ill be
able to foster the level <>< collaboration no-sari
to link
numerous programs throughout the campus,
During his term a- interim
dean of CISAT, Benson led (Information ot Usk tor..'- on
integrating academics in the
sciences,
mathematics and
technologv health and human

services and Information technology. In addition, the new
Health and Human Services

Building was completed and
equipped during hit tenure

Bv

lecssful attempts

since 1991.
"I am extremely sensitive
the

al- SMAD, page 5

Coalition plans
alternative
to Forest Hills
BY LINDSAY MARTI

staff writer

news editor

How much alcohol do you
think you consume from
Thursday night to early Sunday morning? Typically
nmund four or five drinks a
night or more? If you said vis
you an? a binge drinker
according to a ]999 study of
college students.
Today is your chance to
find out just how significant i
role alconol plays in your life
and educate yourself on
developing safe drinking
habits as National Alcohol
Scnvning Day (NASD) takes
place at JMU.
This event, sponsored by
the Counseling and Student
Development Center (CSDC),
will allow students the chance
to fill out an anonymous 10qucstion test asking about
M STl'DESTS, pa$e 5

The Community Coalition on Alcohol Abuse
met Tuesday to discuss the details ot an event to
keep students bom going to offcarnpus parties
at the beginning of next Htneetar
Following die Fores! Mills riot last August |Mll
President Unwood Root celled for the coalition to
meet and make nxonuneiui.it ions on measures to
prevent such activities Irom happening attain.
according to the August M issue ot Thth
"We don't want to see what happened with
loirs, HilN. said -\shk\ I'mett. graduate assistant to First Year Involvement at the Office of Rae
idence Life and member of thrioalition.
"This is primanlv an event lo compete with
that [Forest Hills]/' coalition member and office
of judicial affairs graduate student Ginm Ken
ney said.
The event will take place from about 9 p.m. to
2 a.m. on August 25 tins vear, and the goal is to
"avoid first-years going Ofl campus" for parties,
according to coalition co-chair Hillary Wing,
assistant director for RXUaJ assault and substance abuse prevention.
„
9etCOAUTION,page5
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an acting .lean
from
1991 to

1992. He became
interim CISAT
dean in 1999
after
former
CISAT
.lean
Jackson
Ram-ev's retirement
in 1998. Benson
said he was
asked to take the
position by the vice president for
academic attainBenson said that although
the College of Education and
I' -■-. hology and CISAT are very
different programs, "a lot of
how 1 approach being a dean is
similar" He said in both
departments the role ol the
dean is to understand program-, faculty and students
and advocate for them.
"All ot the leadership skills an
the -line." he laid. In addition,
his interpersonal skills an- the
same, he said, lie said it ha-been
a g.Hid chalknge to learn the
new programs <md area- ol
Mud] from tin- ISA! faculty;
Benecm Joined JMU m I960 as
dirr.ior ol the Human Development Center and Shenandoah
Valiej . hild Development Qbv
u and -is an assistant profasaor
of psychology, He has held the
rank ot prol.--s.ir ot psv.hologV
to

KAIF. SNYDKR

project since the start of tin1 spring
semester and have been shooting
footage for the past three to live weeks.
WIXHIV said.
"Historically, in the last four or five
years in SMAD, advanced classes have
always tried to produce something
extensive, Woodv said List year the
advanced classes (SMAD 433/434) produced a video of tlx- Pal McGoe Band
concert in Wilson Hall and in 1999 they
produced tlie JMU documentary, "One
Day, One Universit\
The piofiti from the new project,
combined with profits from the previous two project*, Will help fund the
One Day, OIK* University Scholarship
Fund. The scholarship, once fully
endowed, will be for SMAD students
Woody said $20,000 lias been mind tor
tin* scholarship thus far. $5,000 is needed for it to he fullv endowed.
Those involved have timed for the
project to be finished before the end of
flu* semester so it can be sold at gradu-

appropriateness of
( IS \l

SGA Election 2001: The run-off vote

./ pmMgnfm,
Sophomore Gaylen Cragln examines campaign platform resolutions on a display on the commons during the SGA
election yesterday. The runoff election for president also Included elections for class council and student
representative to the Board of Visitors.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, APRIL 5

NEWS

SUNDAY, APRIL 8

• H.ipti-t Student Union large, group praise and worship. 5:30 to
7 p.m., Baptist Student Center on comer of Cantrell Avenue and

South Man SUM
• C ampul Crusade lor Christ large group meeting, 8 p.m.,
I l.-.ilth and I lum.in ServfcM Sciences Building lecture hall,
i' m.nl Dan at /lymiifi

FRIDAY, APRIL 6
• I'hi Sigma Pi will be collecting donations for Multiple
Sclerosis as they sleep out on the commons, from II am
Mdl) to 10 a.m. Saturday, e-mail Susie at fuffem

• "Canterbury Episcopal Ministry, Eucharist Nrvkt foUcwtd
by home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury House located on
South Main Street across from the Quad on the left, e-mail
Mcn-dith at nucasknil
• Fellowship of Christian Athletes, 7 p.m.. Godwin Hall rm S37,
730 p.m.. speaking: Tim Lyle, men's basketball.
contact Heather Lods at hiods@ynhoocom
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Richard at T7ir Brttze at mkhtirh with the information
(event, dale, location, contact info, etc.) Please submit by
Friday lor a Monday issue and Tuesday lor a Thtmda) bnui
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SGA election

Spotlight If you could be a
contestant on a game show which
one would it be and what would
you win?
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FOCUS

police re/Hirler

Alyse N Harlan. 19, ol Oumton. and Kendall
M Rice. 19, of Mechanicsville. were both
arrested and charged with indecent exposure
and underaged possession of alcohol on
March 31 at 12:19 a.m. at the Godwin bus
slop. Harlan was additionally charged with
non-compliance and giving false information.
The two JMU students were allegedly
unnating in public and allegedly had alcohol in
their backpacks
Harlan reportedly gave false information ol
identity during the arrest
In other matters, campus police report
the following
Possession of Marijuana
• A JMU student was arrested by an HPD
officer tor possession ol man|uana and resisting arrest at the Convocation Center on March
30 at 11 p.m
• Matthew L. O'Grady. 19, ol Alexandria, was
arresled and charged with possession of
maniuana on March 31 al 6:09 p.m. in White
Hall when authonties reportedly investigated
an odor

Several items were reportedly confiscated
and the modem is reportedy under investigation.
• Lloyd T. Ricks, 20, ol Chartottesville, and
Mynam A. Fusilier, 19. ol Manassas. were
arressd and charged wth possession of manpjana
on Apnl 1 at 4 45 a.m. outside Potomac Hall
An officer reportedly observed the subiects
in a car with a smoking device.
Underaged Possession of Alcohol
• Allan Paul Tnel, 19. ol Toms River. N.J.. was
arrested and charged with underaged possession ol alcohol on March 31 at 12:30 am at the
Godwin bus stop area.
• Edward M. Saylor Jr., 20, ol Richmond, was
arrested and charged with underaged possession ol alcohol on March 31 at 2:05 a.m. at the
G-lot bus stop area.
• Christopher
R.
Buchholz,
18.
ol
Woodbndge, was arresled and charged with
underaged possession ol alcohol on April 1 at
at 12:54 a.m. al the G-lot bus stop area.
• Jean-Francois Chidiac. 18, ol Light House
Point. Fla was arrested and charged with
underaged possession ol alcohol, obstruction
ol justice, resisting arrest and disorderly con-

r
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MARKET WATCH
Wednesday March 23.2001
DOW JONES

AMEX

6.42
dose 2.979.42
NASDAQ

8.57

*

3.60 ♦

close: 1.669.40
SM

Art and soul

Sunny

*

close 84081
S4P500

*

0.05 ♦

close: 1.106.41

Sports beat
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JMU sports dub
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Kristen Dinisio
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Stuck behind the tall guy
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ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Julie Sproesser. editor
• ..'.' I'" -.'
Section phone numbers
G1 AnlhonySeeger Hall
OpmonStyte x3846
MSC 6805
News .6699. x8041
James Madison University
Focus. x6729
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Sports x6709
Phone: (540J 568-6127
Fix: (540I 56M736
Photo/Graphics x6749
E-Mail address: me breeze@/mu edu
Breeze Net: http /.Www Ihebrooze org
,
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Business/Technology
Susan SMM1 x8089
Angre McWhorter
Coordinator
.
Mchele Johnston
Donna Dunn

Advertising
Executives:
Brand) Duncan
Melissa Forrest
Melissa Reynolds
TimRrtz
Jennrfef TtBow
Anne WNOey

Advertising
Designers:
Kelly Estes
Abby GreenawM
Karen Kuebter
Ursula Moore
Amelia Taber

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m.
Cost $2 50 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified. $10 per column Inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

©lde Mill Village
FREE ETHERNET,
PHONE .AND CABLE!!
SOME FULL UNITS ARE STILL AVAILABLE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering FREE ethernet, phone and
cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Pet leases available!
S^

V

S^

S^

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

O

O

O

O

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
1
Paved parking spaces.
' Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
' Telephone and cable outlets in each room.
11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

UVAMTAGF. RFAI.TY
ANAl.lMtNI CROUP

■ Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

S\

(540) 432-9502

S3L www.oldemlllvillage.com
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Voter's delight
More elections were held
yesterday for additional SGA
positions.

NEWS

L
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"1 plan to ... keep a close eye on
the administration for students ..."
DuRaiNGER
sophomore

BRANDON

SGA elections yield new officials
New representatives plan for future work, praise voter turnout
BY JAMES DAVID

assistant news editor
With the national presidential election still looming in people's minds,
about 1900 JMU students went to the
polls to elect the Student Government
Association (SGA) executive council
and Honor Council president and vice
president on March 28. Students also
voted on a referendum question
regarding varsity sports.
According to SGA results, there
was no winner in the presidential election since neither |unior Adam Jones
nor senior Dave Mills received more
than 50 percent of the vote. A run-off
election took place yesterday to determine the next SGA president. The
result of that election and the class
council elections were not available at
press time.
The other executive council elections ended in a clear majority.
According to the SGA results, in the
race for SGA vice president of student
affairs, sophomore Ashley Morris won
with 59.9 percent of the vote and sophomore Michael Kalutkiewicz received
40.1 percent.
Sophomore Brandon Durflinger
led the race for vice president of
administrative affairs with 63.82 percent. His opponent, sophomore
Connie Maxwell, received 36.18 percent of the vote.
Next year's SGA treasurer, junior
Chris Fortier, received 54.08 percent of
the vote and sophomore Autumn
Emanuel received 45.92 percent.

For
Honor Council, junior life and campus safety to be her
Meghann McCroskey garnered the top priorities.
position of president and senior Ben
Morris, who is not affiliated with a
Mallory won vice president.
sorority, said she also wants to focus
A referendum question was also on fraternity and sorority life and
on the ballot. The SGA asked what plans on working with Greeks and
students thought the most appropri- Assistant Director of the University
ate solution was to bring JMU varsi- and College Centers, Kristin Radcliffe,
ty sports into
to come up
Title IX com- —((
with solutions
pliance and
to problems
adequate
within
the
// was a very competitive race Greek comfunding. With
approximateu n i t y .
that brought out a diverse group m
ly 15 percent
Morris said
of the student
she
has
of voters...
body voting,
friends who
according to
— Ashley Morris are Greek who
the March 29
SGA vice president of student affairs have
comissue of The
plained that
Breeze,
52.4
fraternity life
percent supis falling apart
ported
the
at JMU.
creation of a
Additionally,
two tiered varsity sports system Durflinger said that voting turnout
where some programs operate with was one of the highest among Virginia
scholarship funding and some do colleges and universities.
not. The idea of increasing student
"1 plan to work with the adminisfees by $500 for students entering tration ... appoint student representaJMU in the 2001-2002 academic tives to university committees, and
school year received 39.7 percent of keep a close eye on the administration
the vote. Eliminating eight varsity for students ... so that the administrateams received 7.9 percent.
tion can come to a conclusion on park"It was a very competitive race that ing and GenEd.," Durflinger said.
brought out a diverse group of voters
Durflinger also said he wanted to
because of the clubs and organizations look into making spring break later in
we |Morris and Kalutkiewicz] are part the semester because "a lot of stuof," Morris said.
dents are complaining that it is a little
Morris said she wants student too early."

55

Coalition plans event
to deter another first
weekend August riot
COALITION, from page 1

incoming freshmen to attend, but is open
to all students.
The event, likely to have a New Year's
Wing said the event is an "exciting
Eve theme, will hopefully promote a posi- thing" because it is "being put on by
tive relationship between JMU and the JMU and Harrisonburg," thus getting
community "in light of what happened both communities involved.
this past [schooll year," Kenney said.
Harrisonburg restaurant, Biltmore
Sophomore
coalition
member Bar and Grille, and campus food
Cameron
Davis
provider, Aramark,
said the coalition
_^__^^______ w'" be donating
ii
aims "to develop
food to the event,
interest for incomaccording to Wing.
ing freshman" to
The coalition is
/ think it's the beginning of a
attend the event in
accepting any gifts
good
tradition.
the Convocation
and
donations,
Center, which will
Kenney said.
—
Ginny
Kenney
The
coalition
possibly include
graduate student was formed in fall
carnival games in
the Convo park1999 at JMU's
request to address
ing lot.
Davis said he is
concerns between
part of the coalithe Harrisonburg
tion's entertainment committee, which community and JMU.
would like to provide a band for the event.
The coalition is a group comprised of
Current freshmen will be interviewed and JMU administrators, students, area landincoming freshman will be polled to find lords, Harrisonburg business owners and
out what band they would like to see at the city officials.
"1 think it's the beginning of a good traevent, Davis said.
He said the coalition is targeting dition," Kenney said.

-99-

CARRIE KLINKER/irfwtf />>r. iRraphei

A potential voter, left, and SGA presidential candidates senior David
Mills, center, and Junior Adam Jones, right, discuss the election.

extension for an individual phone line.
The voice-mail extension, 3311, will
be used only for student telephones;
students will have to dial 2-3311 to
access their voice mail.
Eastern Mennonite University profesIn addition, the extension for accesssor William Hawk has been named ing voice mail will also change for faculhead o( JMU's apartment of philosophy ty and staff. Faculty and staff must dial
and religion, effective July 1.
8-4411 (568-4411 from off campus) to
Hawk
is access their phone messages.
No manual reprogramming of voice
• currently a
In Rnof pr°,8ssor of mail will be necessary.
III DMCI philosophy at
The additional exchange was needed
EMU. wherebecuase JMU maxed out its 568 telehe served as phone exchange.
vice president and acadmic dean from
1996to1999.
Hawk taught part time at JMU from
1987 to 1989 as a visiting professor of UREC to hold annual
philosophy.
biathlon Saturday
Hawk will succeed professor of
philosophy Daniel Flags as departUREC's third annual biathlon is
ment head.
scheduled for Saturday at 9:30 a.m.
The 3.1 mile run will start in front of
UREC, extend throughout campus and
end in front of UREC. The-half mile
New phone extensions
swim will be in the UREC pool.
coming to JMU
Participants may have a partner or
race individually.
JMU will be adding a new campus
The cost is $15 per individual or $25
phone exchange — 612 — that will go Kit team. Sign-ups are at the UREC
in effect on May 6 around 11:30 p.m.
rogram Registration Desk or biathlon
The change will require that five digits applications may be downloaded at
instead of four be dialed wtien calling on wwwjmu. edu/reaeatton.
campus to differentiate between the 568
and 612 exchanges. The five digits are
the last number of the exchange — htm staff reports
either '8' or '2' - plus the four-digit

EMU professor to head
JMU's Philosophy and
Religion department

Three Clemson football players face felony charges
BY KEN TYSIAC

Knight-Ridiler Newspapers
Three Clemson University reserve
defensive linemen were suspended
from the football team indefinitely
Tuesday after their arrests on multiple
charges, including five felony counts
each of first-degree burglary.
Paul White Jr., 20, of Columbia,
S.C.; Marcus Keenan Lewis, 20, of
Lithonia, Ga„ and Tyrone Dewayne
Dickerson, 19, of Rock Hill, S.C., were
taken to the Clemson, S.C. city jail
Tuesday evening to await arraignment Wednesday morning.
In addition to the burglary charges,
the players, all sophomores, e.u h f.u e
one misdemeanor count of interference
with a fire alarm and another misdemeanor count of simple larceny. The
burglary charges carry the most severe
penalty — a maximum penalty of 15
years to life in prison with no possibility of parole.
According to Clemson University
Police Chief Lonnie Saxon, the players
burglarized five rooms in student Ml-

dence halls after pulling fire alarms to
cause students to evacuate the buildings Police said the players burglarized
five rooms — one in l-ever Hall and
four in Byrnes Hall — after pulling
alarms on three different nights
It's very serious,'' Saxon said.
"Clemson takes this very seriously."
Arrest warrants show that the players are accused of taking a total of 12
credit and/or financial transaction
c.inls in addition to several items of
jewelry from the rooms that had been
evacuated. According to the warrants,
the burglaries took place between July
30 and November 30 of last year.
South Carolina Law Enforcement
Division agent Dean Bniwn said surveillance cameras at Wal-Mart stores in
Anderson and Seneca captured videotaped images of White and Lewis purchasing goods with the stolen credit
cards. Brown and the Secret Service
assisted university police with the
investigation.
Police have seized merchandise that
was in the possession of the players,

including televisions, DVD players, l<H>kmg at some people on cameras in
CD players, clothing, shoes and tele- different places, Wal-Mart, where the
phones, which are suspected to have credit cards were used," Saxon said.
been purchased with the stolen credit
None of the players spoke when
cards, Brown said.
given the opportunity to comment
Saxon said 13th Circuit Solicitor Bob after being booked at the university
Ariail is studying the possibility of police station Tuesday evening.
additional charges
Reached by telestemming from the
phone, the mothers
use of stolen credit
of
Lewis
and
cards to buy the mer//'s
very
serious.
pw*r*on
d«iin«j
chandise.
i
i •
comment
White, who is
Clemson takes this very Tuesday
night.
awaiti/ig sentencing
i
Efforts to reach
after pleading guilty
White's
parents
to separate federal
were unsuccessful.
— Lonnie Saxon The players were
counterfeiting
charges on Feb. 28,
Clemson University police chief held in Clemson city
wjs helpful to police
•■
j.iil overnight with
in the investigation
''
arraignment schedof the burglary plot,
uled today before a
Saxon said. After White was investigat- university judge and a state circuit
ed on the counterfeiting charges, Saxon judge. The circuit fudge will set the
said, the new investigation was bond on the burglary charges, Saxon
launched partly because of White's said.
cooperation.
In some cases, the victims were
"Investigators (also) already were not aware that items were missing.

-a

seriously.

Saxon said.
"And we've got some things we're
still trying to find," Saxon said.
Clemson coach Tommy Bowden
said Tuesday night that he will
meet with the players and their
parents today before commenting
on the situation. University spokeswoman Robin Denny said the university judicial review of the case is
under way.
"I would say the felony charge is
one of the more serious (charges),"
Denny said.
Lewis played 155 snaps over 11
games last season, making 10 tackles
with three tackles for loss, including
one sack.
White made eight tackles in 58
snaps over the first five games
before being kept out of the lineup
for the remainder of the season.
Dickerson, a walk-on, made his lone
appearance against Missouri, when
he participated in three plays and
made one tackle.
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of justice, resisting arrest and disorderly conduct on April t at 1:60
i.m. at Weaver Hall.
The student was allegedly
extremely intoxicated and
resisted arrest.
• Matthew C. Catalano, 19, o(
Fredencksburg. was arrested and
charged with underaged possession ot alcohol on April 1 at 3:11
a.m. at Hanson Hal.
The student was reportedly
being carried into the building
by two other students as a
result ot intoxication.
• Lloyd T. Ricks, 20. ol
Charlottesville, and Myriam A
Fusilier, 19, of Manassas, and
non-sludent
Stephanie
Edwards, 19, of Manassas,
were arrested and charged
with underaged possession of
alcohol on April 1 at 4:45 p.m.
at Potomac Hall.
Underaged Consumption of
Alcohol
A JMU student was judicially
referred for underaged consumption of alcohol on March
31 at 12:30 a.m. at the Godwin
bus stop area.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underaged consumption of alcohol on March
31 at 2:05 a.m. at the G-lot bus
stop area.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underaged consumption ot alcohol on April 1
at at 12:54 a.m. at the G-lot
bus stop area.
•
Three JMU students were
judicially referred for underaged consumption of alcohol
on April 1 at 1:20 a.m. at
Blueslone and Duke drives.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred lor underaged consumption of alcohol on April 1 at 1:50
a.m. at Weaver Hall.
A JMU student was judicially
referred for underaged consumption of alcohol on Apnl 1 at 3:11
a.m. in Hanson Hall.
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U.S. postal service to consider Senate to approve tax plan
ending Saturday mail delivery
BY KAKKN HOSI IK

Rom m A. Rosi NBI
Los Angeles Tunes
BY

MI

Fating huge financial losses!
the IS. I*<istal Service will con'
skier canceling Saturday mail
delivery .ind shutting down
some <>i IN 38,000 posl offices
The agency's board ol aovamors luesday ordered <■ 90
day study ol ihodr.istii money*

saving measures thai might be
needed to CODC with .1 deficit
that amid reach $3 billion this
focal \«MT
Congress In the pasl has
rejected any proposals toairt.nl
slx-day-a-week service, bul the

Postal Service is raising the
Issue again to focus attention on
its severe financial problems.
Although a rale iiurv.w tVU
granted in January, with the
price of a first-clan letter rising
a penny to M cents, the Postal
Service plan-- to seek another
Increase this summer for an
unspecified
amount.
If
approved, that rate hike would
take effect nexi spring.
Soaring energy costs and
Increases in salaries and health
insurance costs tor the postal
WOril tone ■>( nearly H00,(XX),
are deepening the budget
deficit in the short run. The
long-term outlook is even
more bleak, experts say, as
more businesses and Indh Idu
als turn to electronic commerce to pay their bills.
1 he Postal Sen Ice Is a "highrisk" sgency, according to testimony expected Wednesday by
of
the
Gc
Accounting Office, the investigative arm ot Congress. The

hearing will take place before
the Mouse Committee Oil

Governmental Reform.
Congressional and business
reaction to the possible cutbacks
and jx»t office closings was
swift and critical.
"The post office should get
its financial house in order
before it proposes reductions
In service to the public," said
Sen. Fred Thompson. R-Tenn.,
chairman
of
the
Senate
Governmental
Affairs
Committee, which has jurisdiction Over postal legislation.

-U
In most cities in
America, if you cut
Saturday delivery,
Monday for most postal
employees will be a
freaking nightmare.
— Robert McLean
exctulivedireiliirol'lhe Mailers Council

.99.
Robert Mil can, executive
director ol the Mailers Council,
which represents newspaper
and magazine publishers, the
banking industry, advertisers
and Other large mailers said, "In
most dtses in America, if you
CUl Saturday delivery, Monday
for most postal employees will
be a freaking nightmare."

Proposed rate increases also
are unacceptable, he said.
"The business mailing
community has spent a significant amount of time and
energy trying to explain
how it cannot absorb another increase on top of what
we
had
in
January,"
McLean said.
If rates rise again soon,
he said, businesses will
start rushing to use electronic commerce for billing,
he said, resulting in a financial "death spiral" with the
post office losing even more
revenue, forcing it to raise
rates repeatedly.
The Postal Service operates independently from the
federal government in raising and spending money, but
Congress still oversees its
activities. It could not cut
delivery or close large numbers of postal facilities without congressional approval.
Rate matters are handled by
an independent panel, the
Postal Rate Commission.
"The reality of the marketplace is that the 30-year-old
statutory model that governs
the Postal Service is in need of
change to protect universal
service at affordable rates," S.
David Fineman, vice chairman
of the service's board of governors, said Tuesday.
Salaries and benefits account
for 76 percent of total costs and
there is "neither a mechanism to
control wage rates nor to adjust
postage rates quickly
in
response to market changes,"
Fineman said.

Baltimore Sun
With President Bush's l.i>
cut and spending plans facing
stiff resistance from Senate
Democrats, Republicans lay
they nevertheless expect passage of Bush's budget ptOpO*als by the end of the week.
But just in case. Vice
President Dick Cheney is prepared to cast a tie-breaking vote
in the Senate, which is divided
50-50 along
party
lines.
Tuesday, Cheney cast his first
He-breaker
on a proposed
amendment to the budget blueprint — and he plans to slay
close by for the rest of the week.
Sen. Pete V. Domenici, RN.M.,
chairman
of the
Budget Committee, said that
after weeks of fretting about
lacking the votes for Bush's
proposal to cut taxes by $1.6
trillion over 10 years, he now
expects the president's plan
to prevail.
"I'm feeling very upbeat
today," Domenici said. "1 think
we've got the votes."
Sen. James M. Jeffords, RVt., who was one of a handful
of
publicly
undecided
Republicans, used his pivotal
position to win concessions for
higher spending on education
for
the
disabled.
Other
Republicans
succcsslullv
pushed for increases in defense
and agriculture spending.
Democrats complain that
Bush's proposed lax cut is too
large and that it shortchanges
such important priorities as
education and prescription
drug coverage for Medicare
beneficiaries. As ihe budget

blueprint is debated over the
next few days, the Democrats
plan to offer amendments
that would reorder the priorities in the president's budget
lor use ot the $5.6 trillion
budget surplus.
"The American people need
m understand that we can't
have it all," said Sen. John
Edwards. D-N.G "The sensible
tiling to do is have a more moderate tax cut, protect programs
and pay down the debt."
But
Republicans
are
expected to generally hold
ranks. Counting Jeffords, all
Senate Republicans are now
expected to vote for the
budget except one: Sen.
Lincoln D. Chafee of Rhode
Island, who had vowed during his Senate campaign last
year that he would not support Bush's $1.6 trillion tax
cut because he believes it is
too large.
Chafee has been lobbied
heavily by Republican leaders,
including Cheney, who met
with him Monday evening.
Their pitch, Chafee said, is that
the economy needs the tax cut
and Bush needs a political victory on his first budget.
"Frankly, I don't agree with
that," Chafee said. "Just a few
months ago. President Clinton
vetoed a S*XI billion tax cut bill
because lie ttid it was too big.
We could pass a tax cut this
year of $850 billion or $900 billion and Bush could claim a
great victory."
Senate Republicans can
prevail
without
Chafee
because they have the support of one Democrat, /ell
Miller of Georgia.

Driving Under the Influence
• Non-student Castalo MerazMontoya. 35. of Nellysford. was
arrested and charged with
driving under the influence on
April 1 at 6:07 a.m.
The vehicle was reportedly
observed on Blueslone Drive,
then reportedly entered the G-lot
exit ot G-lot and tfien reportedly
turned left onto the sidewalk.
Possession

of

False

rli-nlilii .ili'm

Non-students Benjamin L
Beltran. 33. of Schuyler. and
Marcos Campos-Alvarran, 31,
were both arrested and charged
with possessing false identification on April 1 at 6:01 a.m.
Grand Larceny
• Numerous
items
were
reportedly stolen from two
JMU students in Hanson Ha
between 3 p.m. on March 29
and noon on April 2.
The item reportedly stolen
included golf clubs, a 20-inch
white gold chain, a 22-inch
gold chain, a silver watch with
a blue face, a gold cross on a
chain, a silver ID bracelet, a
calculator, 20-inch speakers
a pullover navy jacket and
$20 cash.
The estimated cost of the reportedly stolen was reportedly S1.100.

The SunCom Welcome HomeSM Plan

Property Damage
A complainant reported that
lour white male subjects had
reportedly damaged signs in a
parking lot near the Medical Arts
area on March 30 at 6:24 p.m.
The suspects reportedly
pulled three branches off a
bush, pulled down a parking
sign and overturned a trash can.
They were reportedly seen
leaving the scene in three vehicles
• Two vehicles belonging to
JMU students were reportedly
egged on Greek Row on
March 31 at 10:18 p.m.
The eggs were reportedly broken on the hoods and windshields
of the 1999 and 1995 Hondas.
• The rear window of a 1995
Geo belonging to a JMU student,
was reportedly broken out on Apnl
1 at 1:24 a.m. inW-lot.
The situation is reportedly
under investigation
Harassment
A
JMU
student
Spotswood
Hall
reported
receiving harassing phone
calls on April 2 at 12:54 am
The complainant reported
that an unknown caller had
been repeatedly calling the
room and that a similar incident had occurred a couple of
weeks earlier.
The situation is reportedly
under investigation.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 28: 77
Number of parking tickets
issued from March 26 - April 1:
1,075

Welcome home to SunCom. Where you can always get a new, affordable digital phone.
Where anytime you see SunCom and AT&T on the screen of your phone, every call is a local
call. No roaming charges. No long distance charges. No restrictions on when you call. So
give us a call or stop by your SunCom store and pick up a college faceplate. SunCom. It's
Economics 101.

we get it.

NOKIA
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1-877-CALL SUN
or shop online at www.SunCom.com
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746 8440
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to test
SMAD launches DVD project Students
alcohol dependency
delivery system by next year.
In the actual production of the DVD, a
segment produce is assigned to each
package included in the project. Each
segnu'iu producer has his or her own
videograplurs. edilors and grips to produa'e.l. h package

from SMAD, fkige 1

.ition The DVD will also be sold at the
JMU Bookstore and other locations to
raise money for the fund.
"We don't really know if it will be
ready or not, but we sure are trying,"
Woody said Even if it is not done by then,
it will definitely be offered during the
summer and at the beginning of the next
school year, he said.
The class is hoping to include "One
Day, One University" on the DVD itself.
Woody said.
Boucherle said the idea for this project was generated by the students during brainslorming sessions. He said
they knew they wanted to make a DVD
and didn't want the project to be about
JMU. but instead about the surrounding
area. He said they felt the university
doesn't make it readily available what
students can do that is not associated
with |MU.
"It's a whole new type of media for
us," Woody said. He said he hopes they
will be heavily involved in the DVD

-66Il's a whole new type of media
for us.
— John Woody
associate SMAD professor

-99 —
Boucherle said having multiple pack.lges is beneficial for the students
involved. "Having all the different stones,
tin \ i in each lake their own package and
say, 'Hey, this is what I did,'" he said. In
this way, people gain more experience
than simply being a part of a larger project, he s.mi.
Woody said the project will be a good

portfolio piece for students. There will
also be a strong possibility for awards,
he said.
Woody said he had asked Henninger
if they would be willing to help with
the project because he knew the creation of the DVDs would be expensive.
He said Henninger was willing to help
because several SMAD alumni work
for the company.
"We've always received help from
major employers of our students,"
Woody said. For example. Interface
Media Group of Washington, DC helped
SMAD with the production of "One Day,
One University," he said.
Formed in 1998, Henninger Interactive Media has encoded and authored
DVD titles, supporting a wide range of
production services for more than 50
clients whose applications include film,
music videos, corporate presentations
and kiosks.
"It's a huge thing they're doing for
us," Boucherle said. "To have this done
professionally, it costs an exorbitant
amount of money."

CIS AT names new dean
from CIS AT. page 1

ed that a change in leadership would
enhance the future of the university at

bringing 'new blood' into the university from the outside," Brown WfOtfl
about selecting a JMU employee for
the position, "and have iCtlveh
sought to recruit department heads in
Computer Science and Integrated Science and Technology from other universities and corporations. However,
given the history of CISAT and the
exemplary work that Dr. Benson has
done as interim dean, I am not persuad-

this lime."

Brown said Benson's leadership fostered a high level of collaboration, as
proven by the faculty comments collected
during the interview pnxcess. Brown said
Benson "brings the right balance of skills
to this position at a critical time in the university's history."
Benson is a licensed clinical psycholoejal in Virginia and holdsa permanent certification as a school psychologist from the

West Virginia department of education.
He is also a trained mediator and has
served on many university councils, committees and task forces.
Benson completed his Ph.D. in transactional-ecological psychology at George
Peabody College for Teachers in Tennessee in 1976 after earning his master's
degree in psychology from the school in
1973. He was valedictorian at Concord
College in West Virginia in 1972.

SKMIIM:

from STUDENT, page 1

their personal drinking habits.
"NASD is being held for virtually two reasons: to provide information to those students who think
they might have a drinking problem and (toprovide informahonj to
those who are concerned about a
friend who might be drinking too
much,'' Tom Miller, |MU counselor
and substance abuse clinical services coordinator, said.
Miller said NASD will teach
students "how to recognize a
drinking problem ... and the longterm effects of alcohol on their
minds and bodies."
The test questions involve finding out how often a student
drinks, participates in binge drinking and how often a student has
experienced memory loss due to
drinking, during the past year.
According to a 1999 College
Alcohol Study by the Harvard
School of Public Health, two out
of five students (44 percent) were
considered binge drinkers.
The Harvard study defines
binge drinking as drinking five or
more drinks in one sitting for men,
four for women, three or more
times in a two-week period.
Despite the belief that college
drinking has decreased in the List
10 years, binge drinking on college campuses has indeed
increased, according to the Harvard study, available online at
untwhsph.harvard.edu/cas.

"Binge drinking can result in
disciplinary problems, poor academic performance, property damage, risky sexual behavior, physical injury, illness and even death.
"NASD 2001 will help stu-

(540)943-6587

Buy One Sandwich for »2.99

Get Second One FREE
explrea 4-I6-OI

JMU discounts

i

%.

wniv.jmu.eiiuA'oun>hn^ilr

$tftofy

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Frwfall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 20 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

dents learn to recogni/e an alcohol problem in tMnueh/Cfl CM
someone thev care about, and
And out where they can go to art
help," Miller said.
Signs of ,m alcohol problem to
be addressed at the BOMnlngS
include drinking to calm nsrveft,
unsuccessful attempts to ait down
on drinking, causing ha mi to OM
self or someone else due to drinking needing to drink increasingly
greater amounts in order to at hit \ a
the desired effect, feeling irritable
when not dnnking ami financial
problems caused by drinking,
according to Miller
"This [a possible alcohol pn>blem] seems like something we
should all think about," junior
Curtis Smith said. "If you think
about how many times a week
you play a game of beer pong or
see a friend sit back and casually
have a few beers, it makes you
wonder how big of a problem
alcohol actually is at JMU."
Screenings will take place m
Taylor 90S al 10 and n am and
then again .it 4 and 5 p.m.
Students may also attend •>
short, educational presentation by
CSDC members about problems
with alcohol abuse al each screening, according to the wfaaec
Clinical staff members of the
CDSC will be available to mirt
with NASD participants to
review the screening form
results, respond to questions and
provide referral information for
follow-up evaluations if needed.
Miller said.
For additional information
about the screening program or
alcohol
in
general,
visit

1 (800) SKYDIVE

Downtown: 433-3917

r

56 E.Wolfe St.

complete ..formation son www.skydiveorange.com

Call as to fill your
catering needs
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Harrisonburg, Virginia
In Front of JMU Days Inn

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
11:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.
Open Nightly For Dinner At 5:00 p.m.
You're a busy person...make your Easter reservations with e-mail!

shenandoahgrille@aol. com
J—r
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April madness: losing schools riot
H\ MAI IMI w Mi Gums
/ ws ( ampus
\UnN ,m«i women i college basketball may gel unequal attention,
but
student
rioters
at
the
i niversity of Arizona and Purdue
University caused equal .imounts
ct destruction when each school's
teams lost the national college bai
ketball championships
Police fired --tun grenades and rubber pellets into the crowds at students
th.it began to wnak havoc just off (he
IiiMiin. An/, .-.lmpus fallowing
Arizona's men's basketball tram sM2-72
loss to Duke I mvcrstlv in the NCAA
finals Monday
Estimates plate the crowd at about
2,lKMl. which made IN way through the
off-campus nightlife stretch breaking
~ton* windows and overturning cars,
setting at least three ablaze
Seventeen rioters were arrested
during Monday nights melee, seven
ol whom were students, said
\saodate Dean Ol Students Alexis
I lemandez. ibosestudents will not be

subjecti-d to disciplinary action from
the university as the fracas took place
oftcampus. beyond the univerMtv s
jurisdiction, he said
The school did hold an on-campus event in the university s basketball arena where hundreds of students watched the game on big
screen monitors. There were no outbreaks of violence at that event,
I lemandez said.
The scene at Arizona didn't vary
much from the riots that plagued the
Purdue campus one night earlier.
Police arrested five Purdue students
and one former student Sunday, after
about 1,000 fans took to the streets BUT
rounding the West Lafayette, lnd., campus after the women's basketball
team s 68-66 loss to Notre Dame. About
200 police officers initially tried to scatter students with warnings when the
melee began about 10 p.m., but eventuallv dispersed the crowd by 1 a.m.
Monday morning with tear gas
University estimates place oncampus damages at about S50.000

after rioters overturned cars, started
The university's news office also Hatfield, 21, a former student last
fires and pelted police with r»xk> The released a list of students who were enrolled in 1999, was charged with discity of West Litayette had not yet esti- .im-sted following the riots. Everett L. orderly conduct.
mated the damages in the areas sur- Owen, 1M, a freshman majoring in engiAdditional charges could come
rounding the
neering, was after police review video tapes made of
campus.
((
charged withSunday night's riots, the university
In addimanufactur
news office said.
In
ex k>
tion to the
Riots even plagued semi-final
We are disappointed
that some of s,ve
s anJdevice
p - losses
rr
criminal
in the men's NCAA tournaill*
charges, OUT students went beyond a level of Kevin
M ment. Dejected students at the
Purdue offiUniversity of Maryland rioted the
cials
have
tolerable behavior... causing
emi arts'"am- 95-84 loss to Duke. Police reported
pledged to
ior,
was similar vandalism to Arizona and
damage
lo
private
property.
take disciplicharged with Purdue riots, and university adminnary action.
and istrators expressed disgust at the stu— Linda Clemenl theft
"A small
Univcrsil) of Maryland vice president of student affairs criminal mis- dent's behavior.
minority (of
chief. Jon W
"We are disappointed that some
the student
Ilium. 19, a of our students went beyond a level
population!
sophomore in of tolerable behavior by going offis responsible
the school of campus and causing damage to prifor this vanscience, was vate property," said Maryland Vice
dalism, and
charged with President of Student Affairs Linda
the university will take disciplinary criminal mis,hut. IXmglas E. Meyer, Clement, individuals alleged to be
action against any students known to IS. i treshman, was charged with crim- involved in criminal activities related
have been involved," Unlversit)
inal mischief. Christopher Helton, 18, a to these events will be subject to
President Martin (ischke said in a freshman, was charged with illegal appropriate criminal and disciplistatiynent.
possession ol alcohol. Kate M. nary action."
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• "Waging

graduation Special

• Lash& 'Brow Tin ting

Oreo Mint

10% OTT

*f I • •Electrolysis
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By Appt. Only • 370 Neff Ave. • 433-6270

^^ Delicate
Delicatessen
Planning a.graduation party?
Looking for the best food?
Call Brooklyn* to order
your deli platters!
Get a 10% discount if you order by 4/15/01
2035-51 E. Market St.

HOW LUCKY R U?

Got $2.00?
DOLL

WIN A DELL
COMPUTER!
The 2001 Senior Class Challenge proudly supports
Dell through the JMU Computer Program
at the JMU Bookstore.

433-4090

Next to the ABC store

Free pizza,
Free soda,
And a chance
to win $1000
off your rent!
Here's how:
Join us and Q101
at the Squire
Hill Clubhouse
on Thursday,
April 5th from
4-6 pm.

^Vl

Enter the Senior Class Challenge raffle on these davs and locations:
Monday, April 9

Commons

10:00am to 2:00pm

Tuesday, April 10

Showker

11:00am to 2:00pm

Wednesday, April 11

UREC

4:00pm to 7:00pm

Thursday, April 12

Mr. Chips

11:00am to 1:00pm

Thursday, April 12

ISAT

11:00 am to 2:00pm

Raffle open to all JMU students. Drawing to be held April 26, 2001.
Call x3174 for more info.

• We've lowered our prices!
• Free pets in select units
• Limited #of 6 months leases
still available
• 1, 2 & 3 bed rooms-Your choice
• Come see why Squire Hill is THE
place to live for 2001-2002
SQUIRE HILL APARTMENTS 434-2220
Clubhouse, Devon Lane
www.wmci.com
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TopiC: If you could be a

Contestant on a game
show, which one would it be
and what would you win?
/ would like lo be
on the "Price is
Right" and win the
$50,000 Plinko
jackpot.

Daniel Foose

HOUSE

sophomore, music education
/ want to play
"Supermarket
Sweep" so I can
win some CheezIts and pink
grapefruit juice.

Holli Blackwell
sophomore, biology
I'd
be
on
Nickelodeon's
"Double Dare"
and win a trip to
Disney World
while getting slime
dumped on me.

Ben Odell
junior, ISAT
"Name
That
Tune" and I'd
want to win my
own
island,
preferably in the
Carribean.

Patrick Cushing
junior, ISAT and political science
I'd want to be on
"Who Wants to Be
a Millionaire,"
because I need all
the money I can
g'l"

Levar Stoney
freshman, political science
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EDITORIAL

Students getting trashy and aware
IMU's been accused of being trashy
lately, and we're not just talking
about rumors of Newman Lake.
AMth Recycling Awareness Week
having come to a close, and a sculpture made entirely out of trash gracing
the Sculpture Garden outside of Duke
Hall, the campus appears to be making an effort to become more environmentally aware
The sculpture, which is reminiscent
of a Chia Pet with green grass sprouting
from atop the creation, consists of five
tons of recycled newspaper. According
lo the April 2 edition of The Breeze,
Steven Siegel, the artist responsible for
the creation, said, "I work in natural settings and address the environment."
The exhibit, entitled "Pretty Fast,"
is meant to bring attention to human
wastefulness as it slowly decomposes
over the course of two years.
The sculpture is bizarre as it stands
alone at the head of the art garden,
intriguing students and causing them to
take an awareness to the wasteful habits
of today's society.
It is an excellent addition to this campus, given that it is pretty hard to miss
as one drives along South Main Street,
Whether or not one appreciates the
aesthetic value of the sculpture, or its
existence as a work of art displayed
prominently on campus, it will serve
as a constant reminder to JMU and the
surrounding communitity for the next
two years that reusing and recycling

of materials should be an integral part
of one's daily life.
Coincidentally. the construction
of the sculpture and Recycling
Awareness Week fell at the
same time.
Sponsored by Health 458, the goal
of the Recycling Awareness Week was
to "get the message out about how
many options we have to recycle,"

-«... the campus appears
lo be making an effort
to become more
environmentally aware.

-99senior Erin Cizek said in the April 2
issue of The Breeze.
As a part of the week, several programs were held to encourage recycling
among the JMU community. Booths
were set up at various locations around
campus where students could sign up to
stop receiving junk mail, sign I petition
for JMU to start using 100 percent recycled paper and off-campus students
could arrange to get a recycling bin for
their apartment.
With all of the commotion about

THE POISON PEN

recycling on campus, one can only
hope that it sparks the interest of students on campus, who have historically not been so involved.
In 1997 there were over 2,800 tons
of trash at JMU and only 20 percent
was
recycled,
according
to
www.jmu.edu/recycling, cited in the
April 2 Breeze article.
For only 20 percent of the trash at
JMU to be recycled is a disgrace and is
doing a disservice to our community.
There is certainly no excuse not to
recycle trash on campus, considering
the number of recycling facilities at
dining areas and peppered intermittently around campus.
On-campus students are given a
recycling bin for their rooms. Using it
is as simple as placing the disposable
containers students dispose of so carelessly after a trip to Dukes or Market
One or any vending machine.
It is true that it takes a little more
effort to empty a trash can and a
recycling bin, but the effort results
in saving the environment The ultimate deciding factor is how much a
someone cares about the environment
to save it.
Individuals should make a conscious effort to deposit recyclables
and trash in the proper receptacles. It
shows a concern for the environment
and adds to the longevity of the precious natural resouces worldwide.

TERRENCE NOWLIN

Soft drink confirms consumer stupidity
Sunday, as I worked on
pages for the next issue
of The Breeze, pizzas
were delivered as usual.With
our pizza was delivered a
case of bottled soft drinks. 1
picked a particular brand of
drink to accommodate my
deep-dish because its bottle
had a yellow cap, indicating
I could win something. It
also indicated that winning
something was more important to me than the contents
of the bottle. This made me
very excited, and I couldn't
believe it, but I won the
grand prize.
Actually, 1 could believe I
won. just not what I won; I
got to hear people talk to
each other from a touchtone
phone I'm not kidding. The
grand prize was a code to be
punched in after calling a 1800 number to hear members of a NASCAR racing
team talk to each other during a race. The talking I
heard was prerecorded and
claimed to be the "highlight
of the last event." 1 was listening to this "peak action"
on speakerphone with a
coworker I don't think she
could believe I won, either.
She said, "listening to the
prerecorded broadcast was a
thrill of a lifetime."
We sat there hearing a lot
of
mumbling,
static,
whirring and the occasional
phrases "dang ole," "go
'head 'n pass 'em" and
"keep driving in that little
circle and we'll give you
some Catorade when you
get carsick." I'm not really
sure because it all just ran
together Needless to say, my
excitement was subdued.
After far too much of this

nonsense, a voice came on where the show set up a disthat told me that my two play of gravel with a sign
minutes was up and I would exclaiming "free" on a
have to win again in order to street in front of shops. Peohear more. I even had the ple actually stopped at the
option of entering more display and looked at the
prize numbers, had I collect- gravel, asking the vendor if
ed a bulk number to enter- the little gray rocks were
tain myself for an extended really free. Indeed they
period of time.
were, and indeed people
This grand prize of mine grabbed them up. This
cemented in my little would prove my point that
brain exactly how the society can be very dumb,
stupidity of consumers is especially as consumers.
used to benefit the retail
In .i media ilass I took, I
industry. I am seriously was told that USA Today,
appalled
which uses
and feel as if
one of the
my
I.Q.
most prodropped a
ressiv e
Iwn seriously appalled gnewspaper
few points
after grabandfeel as if my I.Q.
formats In
bing
that
the world, is
dropped
a
few
points
after
cold, refreshwritten at I
ing
idiot
12-year-old
grabbing
thai
cold,
beverage.
reading
The first refreshing idiot beverage. level An
major prob- '
excess
of
lem
this
"
pictu res,
"prize"
color
and
bluntly pointed out to me is graphics are incorporated
that society in general seems into the paper to draw interreally dumb Perhaps uned- est Minus Daffy Duck, this
ucated would be a better sounds like the tactic of a
term, but to consider myself children's book company.
to be reasonably educated The journalists at USA Today
and still pick up that bottle must use words like "gollyto win the opportunity to gee" and "wowzer" a lot
hear people talking COrtStl
around the office, considertutes me as dumb. Admit- ing they are still in that
tedly, I didn't know what I youthful stage of vocabuwas going to win. Anyone lary. But it proves that conwho took an eighth grade sumers buy what is bright
health class would know and attractive. That's just
that consumers should not dumb.
UUIMf.
buy a product for a prize,
y next point is that
especially if that prize is not
consumers
will
material, has no value or is
buy things they
just basically awful.
don't need if they are
A while ago, I was bi/.irre
or
advertised
watching a program on tele- enough. Case in point: Billy
vision similar to "Dateline" tha Wg Mouth Mass 1 don't

-tt-

M;

think this needs explanation
because anyone who has
been in a mall or has
watched television in the
past year knows what this
contraption is. A motorized
rubber fish is mounted to a
plastic woodgrain looking
plaque for the purpose of
watching the fish sing. Not
exactly up there on the list
of top inventions with
sliced bread and the flushing toilet, I am afraid.
However, people were
buying this thing up at
Christmas for $19.99. Pot that
kind of money, I could buy a
DVD, a pair of jeans on sale
at the Cap or seven boxes of
Brill-O pads plus some pistachio-flavored pudding (I
watch "The Price is Right"
three times a week) Certain
people decide to have a plastic hsh sinn oW I K is songs to
them. I hate to report The
King is dead.
I sit in awe of the foolish
consumer. I admit being
taken by the sheer thrill
of NASCAR (please help me
contain my excitement), but
pray that I will never pay
money fur useless items like
Billy the Big Mouth Bass,
bottled water or Spam Lite.
With luck, I will prevail.
BntYfCV \owhn fa the opinion
editor and ha* decided he ;nll
make tom$ momy by driving hi*
Volvo around
his panffiff'
circular driv,'- '._
way and Kiting rtcordingi
ofwhttheiayi
while he
does it.
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Pat...

Darts
and Pats

Dart...

A "'ihc-biddinii-amld-have-goiK'-on-lbr-houn." pal lo
ihc athletes who volunteered their time and services for
the athlete auction Wednesday.
Sent in by tone twpncianvt members "/ Students for
< 'amp Heartland u no pppttmti your support and < harm
for it great cause.

Darts & fats are submitted anon\mt>iisl\ and
printed on o tptKt available btuU, Subnu\\i.m\
an butdupon oneptnom'i opinkm of a fiven
Uttmikm, person or event and do mil net tSSOril)
r,lU<t the truth.

Dart...

Pat...

A "nice-iry -\ou-freaks" dart to the two jerky boys
from OUT hall 'and their pathetic attempt to tool us
Sunday. Did you think thai duct-taping our door, smearing shaving cream on the floor and stealing our phone
tvaa reall) that funny?
Se/U in by three heaitli/itl girls Irani Hell Hall who
iien expecting something a little more intelligent
from you.

Pat...

A "lhanks-1'or-all-your-help" pal to the guy who fixed
Ihe television so I could watch the two Final Four games
Saturday in the airport lounge.
From a big basketball Ian who appreciate) your help,
even though we soon discovered no* M chongl the
channel on the other television.

Dart...

A "lhank-you-for-making-my-life-belter" pat to a
very thoughtful girl in one of my classes who saved
me when limes were rough and gave me hope. You
.IIC in angel who is greatly appreciated.
From the person who is grateful for your selfless act
and thinks sou deserve so much more than just a pat.

Dart...

A "this-means-war" dart lo our neighbors across the
way who think it's cool to egg and paintball our deck
numerous limes for no reason.
Sent in by four girls who think you should grow up
and find a new hobby.

Pat...

A "way-to-wastc-my-time" dart to the professor who
threw oul my make-up work Monday morning alter
telling me I could do the work for credit.
Sent in by a disgruntled senior who is sorry she wailed IHO hours of her time trying lo earn points In your
worthless class.

E-mail darts ami pal* lo hrM/edpfciholmail.com

A "took-the-othcr-way" dan lo the JMU Cadels for
slopping us 10 steps away from the door of our building
and calling the cops over 10 arrest our friend.
From an angry freshman who Hunks you should be
looking for someone who actually needs wur help.

A "way-to-slick-it-Io-Maryland-last-weekend" pal lo
the women's club lacrosse team who played an awesome
game al the Penn Slate Tournament this weekend amid
all the mud.
Sent in by a teammate who had a great time and is
ready to "Get Up, Go Dukes. Get Busy, Do It" and take
Maryland down again al our home tournament Friday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Hate crime legislation
questioned
To Ihe Editor:
This letter is in response lo the discussion
and comments of many JMU students who
do not support hate crime legislation enactment at JMU.
To constitute a crime, there must be an illegal action combined with intent to commit that
illegal action. These components of crime were
established to prevent the persecution and
criminalization o( thought. It is not the intent
of Ihe American judicial system to punish
those who ponder senseless thoughts of big-

otry, prejudice and violence; rather, the crux of
American jurisprudence is to hold accountable
those people who act on these inexcusable,
inhumane and deplorable thoughts.
To refute the enactment of hale crime legislation at JMU is negligent and antiquated.
The U.S. government, many state governments and institutions throughout the
United States enacted hate crime legislation
years ago. Obviously, the constitutionality of
hate crime is established. We at JMU are simply behind the times, as evidenced by our
failure or unwillingness to dale to institute
hate crime legislation.
As for advocates of hate crime legislation.

lA/eDIU£5PAY 6/11
Hip Hop Night
I0p.ro.-?
No cover

Come to meet potential
roommates while there
are still a few rooms
available!

n4U£5DAY c/]2

Comedy Zone
The laughs start at 9p.m.
S3 cover with college ID, S5 without

FeibAM/CAT^RbAM c/13 2 (Ju*
"Persona Non Grata"

9:30p.m.- 1:30a.m.
$5 cover

Ct/t\JbAM c/15
Karoake Night
*Mustbc21 or older*
1400 East Market St • llarrisonburg. VA 22801
540-433-2521 Bat 7735 • 800-708-7037

Greek Sing

WED. 4/6
3-6pm
FOOD, PRIZES,FUN

OX

TONIGHT

Greek Sing is a concert that promotes Greek unity and healthy
competition between Panhellenic & IFC fraternities and sororities.

Where:
When:
How iVluch:

Mary Catherine Sheridan
senior, psychology

• ROOMMATE
ROUNDUP

located in Four Points Sheraton

2001

offered at this fine institution of higher learning. You will be astonished to learn that your
interpretation and analysis of the constitution are trite and erroneous. Most importantly, however, I hope during your time at JMU,
you leam and adopt two characteristics paramount to your success in life, regardless of
your occupation: compassion and empathy.
As evidenced by recent events, some individuals should begin working now because
clearly, they have a long row to hoe.

1

^ACPVC

9:30p.m.-la.m.
No Cover

I commend you for your passion to ensure
and protect every individual's personal liberties. Without activists, religious persecution,
racism and sexism would still plague this
country. Your efforts to embrace minorities
and their safety within the JMU community
do not go unnoticed or unappreciated by alt,
I assure you.
As for those of you who attempted in the
March 29 edition of The Breeze to address
constitutionality and legality of hate crime
legislation, may I recommend that you avail
yourselves of the opportunity to correctly
analyze the legality of legislation by
enrolling in any one of the law classes

Godwin Hall - Sinclair Gymnasium
6:30pm Tonight, April 5th, 2001
Tickets are purchased at the door for $5

Proceeds benefit the Valley Mission. The Blue Ridge food Bank, and Valley Voice

..www.sunchase.net

4^-2-4800

Mi
S^(JlASE
NV\
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MUIU4L FUNDS

r H U S T SERVICE S

I Ul IION 11 N AN [ I NO

Deferring taxes with
Up
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder ***'
why you didn't do it sooner.
fun

;)

THE WORLDS GREATEST TRIBUTE TO

"Van Halen"
"Everybody Wants Some"
Featuring a stunning David Lee Roth Clone!

One of the fastest ways lo build a retirement nest egg

ITS EASY Id SAVE MORE THROUGH

is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

THE POWER OF TAX OEFEflflAl

Annuities (SRAs> from TlAA-C RCF.

Vow funds are automaticaly deducted from you' paycheck, so it*i easy to buM income to supplement you'
pension and Social Security * Especially smce your SKA
contributions grow uncfcrntnished by taxes untJ you
$41033

withdraw the funds

SATURDAY
APRIL

131 .933
And you may even be able to borrow funds against you'
SRA-a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-C KEF

7U

$13,052
511.609

So why w*t' let TIAA-CREF\ low expenses and invest-

-I I

ment expertise help you build a
INVEST AS LITTLE AS

comfortable retirement We

$tt a month
through an automatic
payoll plan

think you will find it rewarding
in years lo come

In din *»[>«hrnc*l rijmpir. vt>in| iudr f inOawnCi m i
1*1 dr'rord mniiwni *iin m !'< iram in i !f in
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mao a tmtnti amain- Tout nrtami and pmieai • •■* M
■iMwnrMi "ill fluckjav and >itldnu> -■> Tnrtiaaii
abnr iian-wnwd'a illuwamc paraMH oal> anddonna

Ty5cRfc»*;.i ISV. iSS-w

•Mow Ur^(i^#uiUW.Mn>4wafipno'to«g(S9<rr>ayM
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iUBaxi to rfufttnom jnrj to t 10% adMon* u>

TI»A (HIF>(awH.a iftVIr•ptnMi

WITH GUEST "WiNGS OF MERCY"
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

STUDENT "BONUS:
Present your JAC card at the door and rock the house for hall price!

THAT'S "RIGHT JUST

$6.00!!

Regular Price
512.00.

www.tiaa-cret.org

"» "Off complf* «form*tonor*o* vKixitanproton f*ll l BOO84? 2>))»>( SSM. fcy protptaum Paw) in*™(«rrM| brfori rou
«•"

JUST $6.00 !!

1.800.842.2776

1.CI*Kiw*yowmM]^lofaWE»*dn>

2 VoumdybcaDk? to >rmt i« tt 1W « majumun of SIO.SOOp* y*« 'owe**

pMOftafcw eaKuUton o» you maxfiwn conuftuton, call TlAA-CRfF ai i 800 Mi UK • TlAA-C«f mdvduatr4 «wiution* S#rv<n
«x and Tfathtn •pfwnjl mwiton SI-WM. ini felrfejir MCuMA product* • Ieactvmlmu(ar«a'dAiwwlyA(Mxat>o«<TtAA). *r*
*Oi^MY*fijnAA-Clti'i.a'«inw(*n((Co.Mfwrtyk.NYaw* irouiar<*> and annul** anAACBf truHC0"<n"y.*SBprow**tnnti#rv
<n • Invtlimenl prodbiti a'* not 'CK mwrtd. may low *atut and ara not bank qua'aniatd 0 J0C1 **Wi Kiunnif and
AmmayAuooibon-CoWgt •annrmeni CoufteiFund. far«Yort. NvoiflM

153 S. Main St. Harrisonburq • 432-9963 • www.MainstreetRocks.com

ARE YOU A

* writer

her,

designer

photographer
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR THE 2001-2002
BLUESTONE, JMU'S AWARD-WINNING YEARBOOK?
Applications are available outside the B/uesfone office door,
located in Anthony Seeger Hall, room 217 and in Taylor Down Under.

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE OFFICE BY APRIL 6.
Questions? Call the office at x6541.
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Ever been to Tahiti? Bora Bora? Paris? Madrid? Pick one, or
all, or choose your own destination. Save this year, and then you soar The planning
comes in April. Make the choice in May. Learn the language in June Put together
provisions and supplies in July. From then through November, accumulate wealth.
Then, in December, its bon voyagtl You II have new tnends by February, perhaps in .1
whole new environment.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
^^
Today 1* .1 7 — Cet serious and
J^^^i Like ..in oi business today Pay
]Wj your bills and stash some extra
cash into your savings account
Then, when you figure you've been good
long enough, boogie.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^1 Today is a 5 — You and your mate
■Bfinr partner need to have .1 serums
' W ditCUMfton, Sure, vou want the
N-st. but part of that plan may
take A while. Luckily you're both good at
deferring gratification
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 — It's been h.ir.l to
1
talk about a work-related matter.
but that will soon change. It's
best to stay mum just a little
while longer Give plans .1 while to gel.
You can discuss it with a distant friend
who's in the know, but nobody else

4&

Cancer (June 22-July 22)

v

Today is a 6 — Confer with your
sweetheart and/or kids — soon.
together, vou can make a tough
job easy. Why should you have
to do everything all by yourself

Leo (July 23-Aug.22>
_ —^ Today is a 7 — Just a couple
l^^av mure stumbling blocks to get
^^^^past, and you'll have it made
Don't expect to get an increase in
your allowance; you'll have to make do
with what you have.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
A ttfj oday is a 6 - You hardly ever
"V^^J -i*k for a personal day off. today
^A}' could be right for one, but there
^^^^ are also things ,it home that
demand attention. Is there anywhere else
you can hide? In a couple of weeks,
you'll be the lucky one. Hang in there.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 6 — You'll run out of
. money before your imagination
' runs dry. But that's no problem —
there are books that tell you how
to get or make everything you need.
Can't make it or afford it?
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
I Today is a 6 — Pushing won't gel
; you whore you wanl to go.
i oraidcf the tide. What happens
when you push against it? You
end up hack where vou started. You can
cover some distance i( you take it at an
angle, though.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
_ s Today is a 6 — An interesting situj^Sjf ation could develop at work. You
^^^b could get a change of instructions
in mid-|'n>|cit I his could be due
to Ml error or a whim. Don't waste time
worrying about who's to blame.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
-^
Today is a 5 — Don't rip into a
k
new project, even if you're being
P^fe) urged to do so. You're not quite
ready yet. The more planning
you do now, the fewer catastrophes later.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is a 7 — First you have to
pass some sort of exam or inquisition. You already know what's
expected. tt*l the same as always,
so try not to stir things up. You can do
that later, with your friends. T
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
A
Something you've recently
^TSwkMriH'd in your personal lite cm
^• fM' be applied to your career. It's not
information as much as an attitude. By acting like you can do anything,
you mighl get a chance to try something
new. You'll learn quickly, so don't worry.

—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Troublesome
6 Hightailed it
10 Substantial
chunk
14 Potts or Oakley
15 Meat paste
16 Vocal inflection
17 Bethlehem
product
18 Trajectories
19 "._ Brockovich"
20 Doyle*s detective
23 Coati's coat
24 Black or Red
25 Quizzed
27 Texas oranges
30 Taro product
31 Place to drive
from
32 Pay back
35 Rolls of bills
36 In vain
39 Jung or Sagan
42 Solitude
46 Fortas or Vigoda
47 Farm layer
49 Existing naturally
50 Lemieux and
Cuomo
52 Fine work
54 Jazzy instrument
55 Goes bankrupt
59 Putrid
60 Capacious boats
61 "Rebel Without a
Cause" co-star
62 Starter chips
63 New Haven
school
64 Cathedral
instrument
65 Sandra and
Ruby
66 Whole lotta
67 Prose romances
1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Be believed to
be
Show fervor
Look down on
Dyeing vat
Holler
Room to move

7 Arctic coat
8 Engrave

2

1

/

I

1 1

4

3

6

'

15

14

I

18

17
■a

24
28
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- 1'"'

34

1

1

59
62
65

1

38
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44

43

42

46
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31

33

29
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41

26
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33
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I

22
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1.1
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45

49

b
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52

54

63
57
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58

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

9 1539 Florida
visitor
10 Parts of pipes
11 Actress Swit
12 Licoricelike
flavoring
13 Jonsonor
Franklin
21 Ruby Dee's
Davis
22 Lanai garland
26 Some: Fr.
28 France, once
29 Golfer Ernie
30 Mexican moola
33 Dershowitz or
Greenspan
34 Phone #
35 Keenan or Ed
37 Annoying fits
38 Actor Canou
39 Wheel on a
rotating shaft
40 Ear shell
41 Send a different
way
43 Alleviations
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44 Fix one's eyes
upon
45 Church
bellringers
47 Gardener's tool
48 School writing
assignments
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1
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A N T
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E D S

Man and Capri
Leg joint
Repair a hem
Spoken
Polluted haze
Take on
Passing craze

Ti me i s
Running Out
(there's only a
few spaces left!)
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in
off-campus housing! Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or
Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE local telephone service,
FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons

Stone Gate
'W IU

South View .iiLiunir
■■ ■» "II"1

1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com
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Art

Sou

and

kiminbuitnx photograph
Angela Stanley Murphy created painted drawings to obtain her Master of Fine Arts
degree at JMU. These pieces are on display at Sawhill Gallery In Duke Hall this week.

Sawhill artist's mixed
media presentation
invites viewers to
open senses
Bi Ji \MM OAJEWSKI
senior writer
//' | ■ hey began at. unknown forms
... 1 knew th.it they won.1 cirA ailar. the tirsl motion of a
child — perhaps the symbol of eternity
ever constant''
So begins Angela Stanley Murphy's
artist's rtatamenlas ihe Invites Ins \ lew
a to experience her Master of Pine Arts

Degree IMuhition on displ.n this week at
bVSawhm Gallery in Duke HalL
"There are main writing Issusa in this
exhibition [dating to conventions we
have come toexped in muM-ums.ind galleries,' stu.irt Downs, director of me
Sawhill Gallery, said. For example,
Murphy chose not to give descriptive
titles to either me Indh knial pieces or the
exhibition itself. Kather. \lurphv sDows
me viewers to drav\ their own uunlih
-.ions aboul tlu- .irt.
"It begs tin- question: I low do we
view lii*- outside galleries? Does everything have .i label1" Downs said.
At first glance, the mixed media paint
ed drawings appear to be indiscernible
abstracl torms. The circles an shadss of
black, white and gray, some dearly delin-

iMhig phatognphti

eated, others blending into a background
ot tliK k, swirling brushstrokes. Variations
in light and shape give each piece its own
character and feel, some imparting a
sense of tranquilly and peace, while old
ers seem ominous and foreboding.
However, when one steps back and
views the exhibition as a whole, the
pieces ^tart to feel like parts of a larger
picture. In her artist's statement. Murphy
wrote, "Listen to the cnvk as it flows over
the top of, bctwwn, and beside of the
rounded rocks that have become weathered from ages of sweeping water — it
becomes beautiful, natural music to a
silent soul." The vague circular forms
become fleeting impressions of "rounded
rocks" beneath the "sweeping water" of
textured paint, each piece a snapshot cap-

turing a moment before the stream
changes again.
"Angela has ,i real sensitivity to her
drawings ... how she handles materials
and diffea-nt tornis, senior katherine
Mason said. Murphv's gentle torms seem
to invite Viewers SO Open their senses to
the world she has . reared through her art.
This exhibition is tin- culmination of
Murphv's graduate program ot study
toward the completion ot .i Ml A degree
.il JMU, the highest dsSEMS attainable in
fine arts. Murphv's won is i>u dJspla) at
the Sawhill Gallery in Duke I fall, April 2

to & Ihe gallery Is open Monday through
Friday, 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday, 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Admission is free. Contact Stuart Downs
at x6407 for more information.

M'DRFY*'00IVirfii.«- photopm
Using primarily red. yellow and blue oils In her paintings, artist Eva
Morgana Wallace tries to create an understanding of the observable world.

Zirkle artist deals
with observable
world and physicality of painting
process with oils
Bi KAREN CASK

contributing writer

Sharp colon and organk coinpoalturns nil the new exhibition at the
Artworks (.allerv in /irkle House
tins week
The exhibit, w huh opened Monday,
showcases twodtstHKi groups ot ml
paintings b\ senior I ye Morgan.! Wallace
rhe first set of paintings is ,-\e« uted
on a series of unfinished plywood panels that are he.nilv knotted and
grained. All of the panels are the same
height but sai h \ aria m width I lung
asapnKessnni.il along the tar wall of
the gallery, the primary OOlon of red,
yeUoVt and blue an- used straight out
of the tube
Wallace firs) stamed portions of the
panels and then thickly applied a Ham
to Bpfldft areas 10 highlight the patterns of the graining ( ontrastmg color iuh SJ blue MK\ yellow amUSSd
to distinguish the grain from knots m
the wood and create \ siytng degrees

Of tension in the individual panels
Compositions evolve and change as
the emerging paths begin to assume
organiv free-form shapes, prompting
an awareness of our observable world.
Wallace said ha works .ire a
metaphor tor passing through door
ways, exiting and entering and the

At'DRI YwXXXyjmfor/*MviqpJ5ff
Using a combination of research and creative reconstruction. Dr. Faye K.I. Dentltee experimented
with many types of clay to create her collection of creatures.

momenfl In between Ihose two actions,
an experience that couples you with
the natural world."
•
In the SSOOnd set of hi paintings,
Wall.Ke changes the surface to canvas
paper, creating a van matte finish. The
color palette Changes to much darker
and wanner tones. Using B broad
brush and main lav ers of paint she

establishes me ground color;
Wallace creates, lu-r own shifting
patterns and visual illusions through
utilizing wet-on-wet paint, working
the graining into the ground. The
paintings on paper van considerably
in sj/e, but hold together as a body of
work in their more subtle appniach.
Although she is still dealing with
the observable world, Wallace said her
works are mole about the physicalitv
Of the painting process The action ot
the body and the brush, applying coloi
and creating texture . they are created
out of enjoyment."
The exhibit is open through April

14. Zirkle I louse (itUen hours are
Monday through Thursday, noon to 5
p.m. and and Friday and Saturday,
noon tit 4 p.m.

Zirkle's Other
Gallery houses a new
hi end of science and
art, "Creatures of
Creation "
BY MATT PAKKI K

contributing writer
A spotted and curled sign at the entrance of
the Zirkle House's Other Gallery
announces: "You are about to witness the
newest discoveries made by Dr. Faye K.I. DentiUv
and her professional team of creaturologists."
Inside, three spiny creatures hover protectively
above a thorny nest coiit.iiiime, seven] strangely
shaped eggs. A lumbering beast cradles its young
in a protective pouch in its rear end. And a terrarlum partially full of a mysterious liquid barely
Confines several writhing forms. All of these
Strings animals are part of a new ceramics show
entitled "Creatures of Creation" that opened
Monday night.
Dentitec, the alter ego of senior Shanna Fliegel,

and her te.mt have created these reconstructions
from evidence oi long-extind spades th.it her team
ni sclanUitsdiscovered in Ihe ios-.il record. Ihe animals in "Creatures ot Creation" ate praaenlad in the
style of a natural history museum, COCnplsH) with
plaques describing their names, such .is me
"Tnbuttkid." "Kavettee WmgeUs"and the
I oompbelli.'as well as their unusual lifeslvk's.
Dentitee lias shown great attention to detail in
creating her reconstnu turns to pro\ Ide the ntOSl Ufclike view possible of these i urious spec ies
She experimented with many types ot clay and
glass to get iust ihe righl combination oi nssUsun
and durability. She e* en sxperimented with putting
oyster shells and seaweed into the kiln while the
clav was fired to recn'ate the distincti\*e colors and
patterns found on her subjects.
Dentitee's combination of research anil creative
recoastruchon make this an enjoyable and noteworthy show. "As a Doctor of Creaturology. I must
declare that these CPMtlllSS and the ejection ol
knowledge presented in this exhibit are by far the
most interesting I've discovered in mam yean,"
Dentitee said at the opening reception
"Creatures of Creation" will be on display Bt

Zirkle House until April 14.
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"We got into it for the girls.
When that didn't
work out we got into
il for the music."

L Musical Roars
'Sundiala— Lion King
of Mali'brought a
ferocious performance
lo campus.

r

EMERSSON BARILLAS

lead guitarist of Luck Be a Lady
See story below
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The impossible
poetry problem
Don't think of this U .i CUM lecture.
There won't he any notes. Tower I'oint presentations, quizzes, tesU, I'SS.U | or research pdpers. This is
for those »i us, like myself, who love poetry but don't
"understand" it We read the words, we sing along to
the lyru BI rhvthms of the stanzas, but when it comes
down tO It, when we re Blaring down .it a multiple
choice question on William Wordsworth or lying in
bed and trying to reflect on a verse of Robert
Browning, we're clueless
What is the answer' How an* we supposed to feel?
How do we connect with the words?.
So, to celebrate the dawn ol National Poetry
Month. I present VOU with the solution to all your
reading problems What's more, I otter it Free
oi charge.
The solution Well, ahem, there is no solution.
Yes, you heard me right no solution. Poetry is not
something that can he solved or "understood"
through a manual or a textbook or someone else's
notes Recall the scene from "Dead I\>ets Society"
where Professor Keating (Robin Williams) orders his
students lo rip out the introductory chapter to their
textbooks (ironically entitled;
"Understanding
Poetry"), We don't read and write poetry because il s
cute," Williams said in the movie. "We read and write
poetry because we are members of the human race.
And the human race is filled with passion."
1 don't know of a textbook or manual entitled: "All You
\eed to Know About the Human Race." Poetry must be
understood hrst-hand. It is a completely subjective expelevoid oi tips, formulas or cheat sheets.
Repeat after me: Poetry is internal. It's not merely
words on a printed page, arranged into lines and
blocks of lines (stanzas) and sometimes even chapters and books The words of ,i poem are a portion of
someone's mind, ripped out of his or her head and

THE 2001
MID-ATLANTIC
COLLEGE RADIO
COHERENCE

MACROCK

BY MARK CAPON

contributing writer

Fans of college radio music all
over the country are familiar with
annual music festivals that highlight the talents of independent
,irtists They travel to New York for
the CM| Festival every fall; they
swing by Austin in mid-March for
South By Southwest.
Now. the Shenandoah Valley is
earmarked in atlases everywhere.
Harrisonburg will be inundated with
fresh musical talent this weekend as
the fifth-annual Mid-Atlantic College
Radio Conference
(MACRoCk)
invades the town.

BY JIMMY FOSTER

In senior writer
Zak Salih
laid bare on th*- table tot everyone to poke and prod
.it It reflet N US .is a unity, stripped of names, sexualit n's. races, religions, cultures and histories. The pulsating unit) ttt.it various religions and philosophers
speak oi can only be reached through works oi art,
one torm ol which is poetry.
The reason I put quotation marks around "understanding" is because it is impossible to understand
poetry In the literal, textbook sense ol the word A
poem, like the environment, changes sporadically.
One day it can make von elated and cheerful and the
nexl it can drag you down into the muck. It's this
versatile etlect thai make- poetrv such a magical and
entertaining art.
I recently linished reading a collection of poems
entitled Opened Ground," by the Irish, Nobel-winning poei. Seamus Heanty, In a printed version of
lus Nobel lecture, Heaney endows poetry with a
certain power, "the power to persuade that vulnerable part ol our consciousness oi its Tightness in spite
of the evidence of wrongness all around it, the
power to remind us that we are hunters and gatherer« ol values, that our verv solitudes and distresses
are creditable, in so far as they, too, are an earnest of
our veritable human being."
Poems can Inform, bul they can also affect. They
can alter political views, social norms and individual
points ol V lew
So in the tradition ol Hit.i Dove's column for the
Washington Past, "Poet's Choice," I leave you with a
selection from Seamus Heaney's work, taken from
his l*Wfi hook, "The Spirit I evel
Read il over and
realize that there is no way lo "understand" Ihc
poem. |ust mull over il, read il aloud or to someone
else ,tu^ let the words -immer in your mouth like
some linguistic stew And eventually, eventually it
will all make sense.

sored by Dischord, l.ovitt and
Desoto Records.
For a slightlv quieter 9\ *'"t. Court
Square Theater will host an Indie*
rock spectacular, also on Friday night
Traveling from New York City to
headline this showcase will be Karla,
known as "K," playing a solo gig
while her band Ida is on a break from
touring. Also on the bill is Crooked
Fingers, the latest side project of exArchers of Loaf fronhnan and indierock icon Eric Bachmann. Taking a
sharp turn from the sometimes neity
Archers, Bachmann has created a

see RADIO, page 18

H'burg tunes in
Contributing writer

All Things
Literary

This year's MACRoCk is expected
to draw the largest crowds in
MACRoCk's
five-year
history,
according to event coordinators An
estimated 7,000 to 9,000 people will
attend shows featuring more man 100
bands, artists and record labels this
Friday and Saturday
The action will kick off in various
venues around town on Friday
Downtown, Good Times Restaurant
and Nightclub will host an emorock showcase, including Q And
Not U, regional favorites Engine
Down, Blueline Medic and others.
Headlining the show is Burning
Airlines. The show will be spon-

Over a hundred different
bands with a hundred different
Bounds will be at this year's MidAtlantic
College
Radio
Conference in Harnsonburg.
MACRoCk, an annual celebration of college radio and the independent
music
community,
brings talent from across the
country to JMU for the weekend

Most of the bands featured tour,
have multiple records and are on
reputable
record
labels.
Conferences like MACRoCk provide students with an opportunity to hear many of the bands that
might otherwise go unnoticed bv
the masses.
About 70 percent of the bands
are chosen by MACRoCk coordinators while the other 30 percent
apply to play at the conference.
Out of more than 400 applica-

At last year's MACRoCk the hip hop group. Infectious
Organisms, drew quite a crowd.

tions, only 25 bands
were chosen, according to MACRoCk
coordinator,
sophomore Billy Sorrentino.
"We try to get the
registration forms in
record stores all over
the U.S.," Sorrentino
said. "We have bands
driving all the way
from California to play
here for free."
Although
MACRoCk
is
a
WXJM-sponsored
event, 100 percent of
FILE PHOTO
the profits go to the
bands and to cover Piebald at last year's MACRoCk. Their
the costs of preparing £\^T,h,!,hl9 Wee.ke"d ?'" N 'he
f ,t S,nCe ,he
the conference
"
" recen« reunion'
Although some groups have
edge, which baaicaUy means
in, k n roll. "When we are
traveled from far and away to
play at MACRoCk, some local
Strapped for. creativity, some
bands are also performing
limes we just gel together and
Crossed Out Heirs is one of the
break bottles, then we try and
local bands in MACRoCk who
imitate that sound,"senior guihave been around Harnsonlnirg
tarist
Patrick Clark
said.
Skyline Awake is currently
for some time. This tight, CBtdh)
band has opened for mans ,i< is
completing their first fullincluding Crazy Town, Ki: Theory
length record, which should
and
Incubus.
The
band's
soon be available.
exoskeleton of rock contrasts
One of the newest and most
sharply with its inner sweet
sought after bands from JMU
melodic gexxdness. Lead vocalist,
playing at MACRoCk is Saint
senior Nikki West, said, "We can't
Paul Describes Ihe City. This
sound bad, because we're good."
group has made a name for itself
Another local favorite is the
as one of the most innovative and
power pop foursome. Luck Be A
Creative bands around. "We are
Lady. The band, which has been
trying to attack all of our pooled
together for over a year, is known
influences in one shot," junior
for
its
catchy
singa -long
Ryan Thompson, one of the lead
melodies. "We got into it for Ihe
vocalists, said Bass player, junior
girls. When that didn't work out.
Max Power said the correct term
we got into it for Ihe music," junfa Iheb music is "Fourth Wave
ior Emersson Barillas, ihe lead
Ska." The eclectic group plans to
guitarist, said
release a colored seven-inch
Skyline Awake, is another
record next month, tentatively
foursome from Harrisonburg
entitled. Crying For Hours ffl the
Orrl
that
will be featured
at
MACroCk. The band is best
For a complete listing of
described as post-melodic cmobands, go to the MACRoCk web
core with a psuedo-mathy
site. untnv.iniuetliiAi'xjm/macwck.

Ihc Rain Suck
Up end the r.un stick and vv hat happens next
is .i musk that you never would have known
To listen lot. In a cactus stalk
Downpour, sluice-rush, spillage and backwash
Come flowing through. You stand there like a pipe
Being played by water, vou shake it again lightly
And diminuendo mns through all its scales
I ike a gutter stopping Irnkhng And now here comes
A -.prink!,' ol drops out ol the freshened leave-..
I hen subtle little wets oil gr.i--.ind daisies,
Then glitter-drizzle, almost-breaths of air,
Up end the stick again What happens next
Is undimim-hcd tor hav mg happened once.
ivvu e. len.a thousand times before
Who cares il all the music thai transpires
I- the fall ol gnl or drv so„|- through a OM tUS?
Vou are like a rich man entering heaven
Ihrough the ear of a raindrop l Wen now again.

Journey into 'The 9th Circle
BYSCOTT KINO

'/nil writer
I 'n ifessor O'Connor, in the screenwriting
data, says it takes an average or! 10 years for
someone to gal their hrst movie done. I'm
going on nine, so I guess I'm going to beat the
s> erase," senior English major David Gwin
said, laughing proudly Gwin's script, "The
9th Qn li. « as picked up by New York film
company MacMilian Films in March and It

currently m pre-productiori stages
"The 9th Circle," based partly on "Dante's
Inferno, is set in I2K9, during a period of
medieval civil war On one side .ire supporters of the Pope, and on Ihe other are those of
,i new emperor. The Pope loses the war and is
tent into exile Eleven years later he comes
across a scroll, which tells of how the divine
Sword of Charlemagne was cast into hell.
Seeing the sword as a way to regain power,
Ihe Pope sends a hero into hell to retrieve Ihe
hoh weapon.
Gwin wrole his lirsl script when he was
In eighth grade "One day my friend and I
were sitting in the cafeteria and he said lo
me, I aft write a script for "Married With

Children," which was our favorite show,"'
Gwin recalled. "We thought this would be
easy money. So we wrote a script, which
took about a week |lo fmish|. It was |fj
pages long. We didn't realize that a 30minute show has to be at least 30 pages.
Columbia Pictures actually read it and
rejected it So we realized TV writing wasn't
going lo take us anywhere."
Gwin did not give up writing He i\,is
first inspired lo wrile "The 9th Circle" in
high school. "My mom had this book, written by a woman who supposedly went to
hell," Gwin said. "I thought I would base I
Scrip on that So I wrote the woman a letter
asking her if I could make a movie from her
book. She wrote me back saying that I did
not have any right lo her book and only
proper Christians' could use her book, bul
she didn't even know anything about me. So
that idea was scrapped."
During his sophomore year at JMU Gwin
lirsl encountered "Dante's Inferno." The
book re-inspired Gwin to tackle the subject of
hell. He immediately started working on a

srt STUDENT, page 14

MMillANMOMUIMIiei .,.,„„ ,**,.Km/*.
Senior David Gwin scribbles away on what
may be his next masterpiece.
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'Spy Kids' sneaks to the top
Family comedy dominates box office with strong opening
compMM by JEM Most R

The Arrful dod9er
Cra< klimnnd Fat Backi Thursday
Jm and Scott of Naked Blua Saturday

The Biltmore
DJ KGMi Thursday
Karaokei Friday
TJ and Kevin Sambati Saturday

CALHOUN

' s

George Turner Trio: Thursday
Hot Waiter Ramblern Friday

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Todd Schlabachi Friday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday

The Highlawn Pavilion
College Ladies Niihti Thursday
Karaokei Wednesday

BY BECCA WORTHINGTON

Mainr+rce* bar < grH(
David Lee Roth Era Van Halen Tribute
"Everybody Wants Some." Saturday

The Little Grill
Jeremy Knelt: Thursday, pass the hat donations
MACRoCki Friday and Saturday

Kelly May Browm Thursday
Karaokei Monday
PUDLOSKI/J™...

am<*

contributing writer
Everyone, whether willing to
admit it or not, enjoys getting in
touch with his or her inner child.
Even high-and-mighty college
students have been known to
enjoy the occasional Disney cartoon or even snuggle up to a childhood teddy bear when home on
break. A theater production of a
well-known African tale of a lion
king visited campus on Monday,
and never before has reverting to
younger days been so much fun.
"Sundiata, Lion King of Mali"
came to Wilson Hall at 7:30 p.m.
on Monday. It was performed by

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177
Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

romantic comedy stars |udd as a
talk show talent booker who studies animal behavior in order to
better interpret male-female relationships.
Falling from first to third this
week was the sexy duo Sigourney
Weaver and Jennifer Love Hewitt.
"Heartbreakers" collected a reasonable $8.2 million in its second
week in theaters. The MCM film
has collected $23.5 million in its 10day run thus far.
Dismal reviews, along with lack
of appeal, hurt "Tomcats'" debut
this weekend. The raunchy sex
comedy,
which
stars lerry
O'Connell and Shannon Elizabeth,
brought in only $6 5 million. This
was the first release for Revolution
Studios, an affiliate of Sony. It was
produced for only $11 million, so
in the end it may be a somewhat
profitable film.
"The Tailor of Panama" saw

success in its limited release this
weekend. The spy satire, which
stars Pierce Brosnan, Jamie Lee
Curtis and Geoffrey Rush, averaged a stellar $10,050 on 199
screens. The comedic thriller follows a simple tailor who gets
caught up in an international
crime ring.
"Along Came a Spider" lands in
theaters next weekend. The kidnapping thriller, which stars
Morgan Freeman and Monica
Potter, is about a Washington, D.C.
detective investigating the abduction of two children.
Johnny Depp also comes to theaters next weekend with his drug
saga "Blow." The Ted Demme film
is about George Jung, the man supposedly responsible for the initial
importation of cocaine to America.
Critics have praised the film,
which also stars Penelope Cruz
and Paul "Pee Wee" Reubens.

■
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"SotMone Like
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Sundiata conquers childhood appeal

Dave's Taverna
Jeremiah Propheti Tuesday
Live Jam Wednesday

RYAN

BY ANTHONY MARCHEOIANO

senior writer
While adults stayed home to
watch NCAA basketball, kids
across America took to the movies
this weekend as "Spy Kids"
debuted with surprising success in
the number one slot.
The family comedy, which stars
Antonio Banderas, opened with a
resounding $27 million. The Robert
Rodriguez-directed film blasted off
in 3,104 theaters with a strong
$8,698 per screen average. This
strong opening trails just behind
flicks
"Liar
Liar,"
"Erin
Brockovich" and "The Matrix" for
the biggest March debut. Miramax
already has a sequel in production.
Coming in a distant second
place
was
Ashley
Judd's
"Someone Like You." The Fox
release, which also stars Greg
Kinnear and Ellen Barkin, made a
moderate $10.3 million. The

91 N. Mam St.
Harrtsonburg. VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

10-12 BE.DR.OOM House.
*Fe.Ee. UnuT-ie.**
*SePA.CA.re. Le.Aie.4 AVA.II_A.BI_E. IF be.5io.ED*

Theatreworks/USA, a touring
theater company for children.
That said, one might have expected to sit through an hour and a
half of horribly scripted and
unbearably overacted chen-int-vWell, one would have been pleasantly surprised.
The audience did exhibit its
fair share of hair-pulling and
squirming. One woman, at the
end, even held up her hand and
shouted, "Girl Scouts, do you
have your buddies?" But that
notwithstanding, even a young
adult couldn't help but note the
mastery with which the show was
carried out.

UffglfCH

Craft

Upon entering the auditorium,
the Wilson Hall stage had been
magically transformed into an
intriguing mix ol the Sahara
Desert and Candy Land. Painted
on the middle of the backdrop
was a golden sun with friendly
heat waves. A gentle desert hid in
the back, hinting at Africa in a
pleasantly painted way. The
apparent authenticity of the huts
standing on either side of the
backdrop was impressive, and
even the tiny maracas, fans and
handwoven baskets that were
strategically scattered across the
stage had just the right level of
dramatic African realism.

Most college-aged people in
the audience were not exactly
breathless with anticipation for
the opening number. There was,
however, such an electric level of
subdued expectancy running
throughout the room from children that it was contagious. And
when the play began, eyes were
superglued to the stage.
The plot was pretty classic: Evil
sorcerer Sumanguru plots to
usurp the throne of Mali from the
good King Maghan, who is at the
age to pick a successor. After a
spirit predicts the defeat of
see UON, page 14

Free brake inspection with this ad!

Import
Car Repair

296 E Washington St
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
(540)433-2102

Oil + Filter change
Check all fluid levels
and tire pressure $19.95

www. wrenchcraft.com

Dean George - Owner
JMU Graduate
Over 50 years experience on Japanese Cars
Mitsubishi *Geo ♦Acura ♦ Subaru »Honda »Nissan ♦Toyota ♦Others

The Wait is Over♦♦♦
2 Full Time Tattoo Artists on staff now

* PRICE, IS KJE,<_JC>T-IABL.£*

Printed JUd* lattm
Tattoos & Piercings
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio
NEW SPRING HOURS:
Tues - Thurs: 12 ■ 8pm
Frl & Sat: 12 - 10pm
No Checks Accepted
Appointments and Walk-Ins welcome

CALL

£p%M MICHAEL.*
S67-9375

433-5612
200 South Avenue Off Rte 42 • www.paintedladytattoo.com

rionop Awareness Week: April 9th-13th
Special Events for the Week
What does President Rose
have to say about Academic
Integrity at JMU?

Free Movie:
School Ties

' 1
_■

Tuesdayy April 10th
P. C. Ballroom
7pm
*Question/Answer Session Following

Wednesday, April Ilth
7:30pm ISAT 159

r f

A weiiness

passport Event

For More Info:
Contact Honor Office
x 6383
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Student script succeeds
STUDENT,
page 12
■1 script Soon after, he completed his
first draft ,wd sought advice from
Englihh professor D.ibni'x Bankcrt.
"Thi-iv wore things I WU iMe to
suggest he read to give him a
stronger sense of a historical period," Bankert said. "Me had done a
fairly good job and come up with a
really pxxi script for his firsl trv It
was pretty impressive for .111 under
graduate student to produce something like It."
(iwin took .1 screenwriting class
with SMAD professor Thomas
O'Connor during his junior year.
"(O'Connor] suggested that we put
the sword in hell to merge the story
of the civil war and the |ourney
through hell. Il was prcttv much the
final piece of the puttie/ (Iwfal
explained.
After making revisions. Gwin
submitted his script to he critiqued
at the American Voetrope writer's
workshop in August 2CXH). After
four drafts, Gwin completed his
final draft of The s»th Circle" in
December 2000.
O'Connor
commented
on
Gwin's determination
"David

was committed to writing Not
man) reall) go after the professoi
and Sll down and work out their
scripts .. I would like to have
more students hke David

three to four months. Post-production will take an additional three to
lour months, making the earliest
release dale for the movie sometime

sent several copies ol

"Just because it ("The 9th
Circle") is about a journey through
hell, it is not a Christian fundamentalist movie by any means. It deals
with mainstream topics and is
written for a mainstream audi-

drafts ot his script tO Mlm companies in the summer and fall of 2000.
He heard irom \l.u Mill.m Films in
early March. Since then. M.uMiILm
has mo\ed
I In- Ml Circle* into
pre-production stages and has
signed Mia lyier, daughter of
Aerosmith'a Steven i\ ler, tor one ol
the leading roles
"I actually sent her (Tyler) the
script before it was picked up. I
saw her in a magatinc several
years ago and I thought she had
the right look for the leading

female protagonist," Gwin said.
"I told her that at the time I didn't
have .1 production company yet
and she said she would still read
it. It took her a week to get back
to me."
According to Gwin, the budget
looks to be somewhere around Sit)
million The filming schedule is not
yet set for
I he "In Circle." but
Gwin said filming will take about

in late 2002.

em c

l

'Win said

Once the budget is set on "The 9th
Cude" Gwin will receive payment
for the script. When this happens,
MacMillan films will have offically
bough' the rights to the movie and
Gwin will have no further involvment with it.
After graduation this May, Gwin
plans to write more scripts but has
also applied for editorial positions
at newspapers
Currently, he is working on his
next script, which is based on the
classic Dr. Faustus story. If the
successes of his two previous
scripts are a sign of things to
come, then perhaps it will not be
long before a film company picks
Up his newest piece.

Greek Games 2001

®

3pm

UON, from page 13
Sumanguru by good-hearted Sundiata
Sundiata's
jealous
older
brother
Dankaran sends him, ego-undermined,
scampering off cowardly into the desert
There, Sundiata finds his courage and
comes back to rescue the town 0) MaU
The end. Not horrible, but not exactly
Oscar material either. The plot would
never have held its own without the other
outstanding aspects of the production
Scene changes were clever and dramatic without being distracting. The
lighting was subtle throughout, bursting
into a dramatic red during more intense
scenes. Technically speaking, the show
was masterfully executed.
The script fluctuated between clever
and tolerable. A few poor fokes were, oun
terbalanced with quick puns and hidden
meanings specifically for the adults's benefit. Also, sharp delivery from all of the
actors made even the most child-focused
lines bearable for the older crowd.
Acting was almost always accompanied by music. There was minimal drumbanging on stage and the majority of the
instrumental track was recorded. Vocal
harmony was pretty impressive tor a siv
person ensemble and the daiuing v%.t-

energetic I he choreographs was one of
the stronger points ol the show because of
the unique African influence displayed
through myriad fluid movements.
The enthusiasm displayed by all six
actors was that of pun' adrenalin, which
was absolutely perfect for captivating
children It was obvious that they were
having hm on stage.
The men ga\e especially refreshing
performances. A/lando Smith, who
played Sunianguru, deepened his voice to
transform himsell Into the classic antagonist, while at the same time displaying
such spunky wit and natural inclination
toward humor that made the evil \illam
quite possiblv the most likable character
of the show. Basil Rodericks, who played
King Maghan, had a magnetic stage pres
ence and an ama/ing singing voice.
Derrick Basking gave a spectacular performance as Sundiata, mixing the role of a
trembling 11-year old boy with a lion who
found his mar, and pulling them both
together in an adorable protagonist, with
some serious vocal talent to boot.
As silly as it may feel, the rush that
comes with fond prepubescent memories
is quite universally enjoved, and the production ol Sundiata" provided a taste of it.
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Yo*r arf h«r«

Tug-of-War
Behind At'

3:30pm Obstacle Course
Behind AT

Br««2« jfafytog

4:30pm Chariot "Tricycle" Races
Behind IN and TKQ
BW3 Hot

5pm

a

Lion tale leaps on
stage in 'Sundiata'

^"8 Eating Contest
in front of ZTA

5:30pm Barbeque
In front of A0

Hometown Music

GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS AKO SOUND EOUIPMIKI

- »»w.homctownmu!tt.»«t

SALE!

NEW!

SroRimte

Reno world percussion
Diembes, Bongos,
Kids Drum & More

5:30pm Free Concert with The Franklins
In front ot i'/'

1ST ANNIVERSARY

SPECIALS

THROUCHOUT APRIL:

I 0M SALI Htm: PA
WL.

/ J

MIXERS

SHAKCKS, GUITARS

8,

& Am,

Sim Hoars:
10* Moo, Too, Tkor, Fri

10* lot
Closed WoeWay
Haodey

In Hie Ace Music building
434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

**&

NEW SPECIALS ADUED DAILI

IN M ST0KI

Tomorrow on the Row, starting at 3pm

Purple Dawg Pizza

Spring Sale

*Special*
***********

Now between
3pm and 7pm

every Wednesday
buffalo wings are

JMU Copy Centers
Main x3263
Cisat x8736

just 25€!
***********
1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

438-9620

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!

PORT ROAD

MADISON DRIVE

I

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

SOUTH AVENUE

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

UNIVERSITY
PLACE

■ Easy Access to JMU (bus service)

• Washer & Dryer

■ Reasonable Rates

• Dishwasher

• Furnished or Unfurnished Units

• Individual Leases

1

Public transit at

Ample Parking
entrance to help you

1NIVERSITV

UMU

The Place to Be!

got to campus
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■ Getting chopped

"I love the team unity."

Wrestling programs
around the country find
themselves being cut

junior lacrosse player

KRISTEN DINISIO

Pa(i 16

See story below

Dinisio's road to success
Lewis places first at golf tournament. Dukes tie for second
The women's golf team placed
fourth while the men's team finished
eleventh in the Fighting Carnal Classic
held in Buies Creek, N.C. on April 2-3.
On the women's side, sophomore
Jessica Lewis finished in a tie for third
place. Freshman John Scott Rattan
grabbed a share of fourth place for the
men's team.
Bowman "catches" CAA player of
the week
Junior catcher Dustin Bowman was
named Colonial Athletic Association's
baseball player of the Week for the
week of April 2.
Bowman hit .667 for the week, helping the Dukes win three of their four
away games.
Lacrosse finishes week 1-2
The women's lacrosse team
dropped a matchup against the
College of William & Mary in double-overtime, 11-10, and then fell to
George Mason University 7-6 two
days
later
before
defeating
American University 18-8 Sunday
in Harrisonburg.
Sophomore Lisa Staedt scored a
total of 8 goals during the week, while
junior Kristen Dinisio scored a combined 6 goals during the three games.
Women's tennis dominates
The women's tennis team finished 2-0 over the weekend, defeating the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington and George
Mason University.
Friday, the Dukes defeated the
Seahawks 6-1 in Washington, D.C.
JMU got wins from its top five seeds
in singles competition and won all
three doubles matches.
The Dukes were victorious in all
matches against the Patriots Sunday,
finishing 7-0.
JMU's matches between East
Carolina University and American
University on March 31 and April I,
respectively, were rained out and will
not be made up.

Tri-captain ys hard work contributes
to lacrosse team ys accomplishments
BY PATRICE SEKO

staff writer
Teddy Roosevcll once said ,
"Speak softly and carry a big stick;
you will go far"

Junior lacrosse player Kristen
Dinisio has done just that.
Intering her third season at
JMU, Dinisio speaks softly as a
result of belting out words of
encouragement to her teammates. Her stick, consisting of a
handle and a meshwork head,
allows her to launch the ball into
her opponent's goal. And with
consistent performance at this
level, Dinisio continues on her
remarkable journey down the
road of athletic success.
But her career in lacrosse did
not actually slarl until she was in
seventh grade. Dinisio used to
play fast-pitch travel softball until
a friend on the team quit to try
lacrosse. Dinisio's friend soon
convinced her to try lacrosse as
well. Although Dinisio instantly
fell in love with the sport, others
were not too sure she made the
right decision.
"The first season I quit softball and played lacrosse, my parents were devastated," Dinisio
said. "My sister and I had been
so into softball our whole lives.
But we both ended up sticking
with lacrosse."
Dinisio continued playing
lacrosse throughout her years at
Centennial High School in
Ellicott City, Md. As a sopho-

more, she was the second-leading
scorer for her team. The following
two years, she led the county in
scoring. Dinisio earned the distinction of being named two-time allMr*
county and Washington Post AllMetro. Her' senior year, she set
to her attitude and dedication to the
said- "I like taking that bond
with a bunch ofother girls that
school records for goals and points
team, she was awarded to the position
and was named the Howard
are aiming for the same thing.
of team tri-captain, wnlch she shares
County Player of the Year.
with seniors Jennifer Corradini and
And ii fefcJs so much better
As high school came to a close,
when we wVi as a te<im and do
Michelle Zurfluh^.
Dinisio had to decide where to attend
Her teammates saidNb.it having
everything's a team."
this idea of unity not only
college. She had many different
Dinisio as a capt.iin this Season has
been inspiring and motivational.
exi>ts in the present but extends
options but finally decided that "|MU
was the whole package" for her
"She has a strong rn.ent.nl .itti
far into j*ie future, as well.
"I wanted to
tude thaT'pumps
Dinisloj optimistically predicts
play lacrosse at —££
people up and gets that the* team has the possibility
to not< tya few more victories in
college but the
them ready to
the fbttlAvinfc w»vk*>
reasoning for
She has a strong menial
play," sophomore
■pee us being very successchoosing JMU
midtielder
Lisa
ful in the next couple of games.
wasn't based on attitude that pumps people up Staedt said.
lacrosse.
Senior attacker
Not because we just want that
and gets them ready to play. Charlotte
'VV'iit the books. It's because we
Instantly when
Graham
ndticecl
wanf to have pride in ourselves
I came, I loved
— Lisa Staedt has
the location and
sophomore midfielder Dinisio's exception— —*and know that we worked
al behavior. *
together," Dinisio said.
the mountains,"
Dinisio said.
"Kristen cores so
If you want to see Dinisio
And
ever
much about lacrosse
play at her best, you will just
and so much about
nave to hope that her dad is
since she stesitting in the bleachers, she
pped foot on JMU soil, Dinisio has
the program that, everyday, she goes
said. "I play better when he's
been struck with success.
out and works her hardest," Graham
here because I want to make
"She's an incredible player who
said. "She's definitely a role model that
him proud."
has great speed and quickness," assisaffects every part of the program."
Her father is proud of her
tant coach Tami Riley said. "Kristen is
Dinisio may credit the success of
academic achievements .is well
leading her team to her positive attiextremely versatile and can play both
I
tinisio
is a speech communicatude
towards
athletic
competition
in
attack arid defense. Most importantly,
tion major with a minor in cregeneral. She reveals that ever since
she's a leader on and off the field."
ative writing. She said she hopes
she was younger, she has always
These qualities allowed her to start
to intern this summer at a public
favored participating on a team
at defense wing as a sophomore. Due
relations firm in New York.
sport, rather than in individual
When she is not working,
events, such as swimming or track
Dinisio said she plans to train
and field.
for the 2001-2002 season.
"I love the team unity," Dinisio

K
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Baseball
Last weekend the baseball club
team swept a four game series against
Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Va. to up
their record to 6-2. This weekend the
Dukes take on the University of
Richmond and North Carolina State
University in Harrisonburg.

HI tHI HT NATT7
NATIV ptum
titiiU.i rdttor
t.tilor
ROBERT
Dinisio takes a shot on goal against American University In
Harrisonburg Saturday, April 1. The Dukes defeated the Eagles 18-8.

What lies ahead for college basketball?

Equestrian

Bv MICHAEL DOBIE
fltwiaay

The equestrian club was the only
school in the region to have all of its
riders who qualified for regionals
qualify for zones.

MINNEAPOLIS — Great season, huh? That's
ilu' kind of judgment one offers in the glow of
.1 riwling championship game, such as the
one played Monday night. It was the kind of
game that puts the gloss on a sport's imperfections and lets everyone walk away feeling
good. Duke vs. Arizona had a little of everyIhing, from storylines to drama to superb play
— everything except a tied score in those final
five minutes. One wonders how Duke would
h.i\ i' responded had Arizona managed to pull
even |ust once But that's nitpicking. Give the
Devils their due.
But give college basketball a second look,
because the sport is undergoing significant
change, with more to come. We're not talking only about the movement of players, a
frend that renders speculation about next
season irrelevant until the NBA draft.
Who's going? Who's coming back? Duke's
(ason Williams, Arizona's Richard Jefferson
and St. John's Omar Cook are only some of
Ihe underclassmen facing significant decisions about their futures.
It was symbolic of the times that only two
ttnton walked onto the court for Monday's
Opening tap. Duke's Shane Battier and
Arizona's l.oren Wo<xls.
Player movement has been shadowed
recently by the coaching carousel that never
seems to stop spinning Now even successful
.o.i. hM .ire bong find tor, apparently, not being
Mi.trssful enough.
Kansas Coach Roy Williams called it
"appalling." That's coachspeak. It also happen* to be true. Williams offered a proposal
tti.it tails under the heading of putting things
into perspective: Use the same standards of

Women's Lacrosse
Last weekend women's lacrosse
placed first in the University of North
Carolina's annual lacrosse tournament. In the championship game,
JMU beat Maryland 7-3.
The Dukes will be hosting a tournament this weekend that include teams
from Virginia Tech, the University of
Virginia, the University of Maryland,
Syracuse, East Carolina University,
Venn
State
University,
George
Washington
Universit,
and
the
University of North Carolina.
Women's Water Polo
The women's water po'<> club traveled to a tournament at the University
of Pennsylvania this weekend, where
they finished 3-1. The Dukes move up
to second place in the Mid-Atlantic
conference with a season record ot 1J-J.
Ultimate Frisbee
The ultimate frisbee team has been
invited to play in a I™"10" %S
weekend in Annapolis, Md. at the
Naval Academy.

SARMI III R/, i,w>iA.<r>/» ,'IW. ,•*„/•/..

As her opponents try to defend, Dinisio looks to strike. In the game
between JMU end American, Dinisio scored a team-high tour goals.

success to judge the universities themselves,
he said. If a school is not in the top 10 academically, fire the president.
The sense of transience was buttressed
further by a bewildering series of incidents
that unfolded as the season progressed—
the Oklahoma State plane crash that
claimed 10 members of the Cowboys family, the death of the wife of Arizona coach
Lute Olson, the passing of colorful coach
and television commentator Al McGuire,
the retirement of Wisconsin coach Dick
Bennett, the departure and unsettling reemergence of Bob Knight.
More ominous developments loom on the
horizon. The NCAA wants to loosen its rules on
amateurism and the NBA wants to start a development league for young players not interested
in college; basketball coaches, fearing each idea
will cause an even larger exodus of players to
the pros, oppose both.
Money issues need to be resolved. Some
players want to be paid; some in the NCAA are
promoting the idea of "enhancing" scholarships
with stipends that would cover the full cost of
attending college.
There's a lot at stake. More than S4 billion is
spent annually on intercollegiate sports, and
that infamous $6 billion CBS contract to televise
March Madness kicks in in 2003.
But the most alarming fiscal figure in college sports is this: Ol the 976 institutions of
higher learning in the United States, NCAA
executive director Cedric Dempsey said
only 48 generate more money than they
spend on sports. That's less than 5 percent
That's troubling.
And that's a bill that sooner or later must
be reconciled.
In the face of all that, the games become a

salve, a refuge, a digression. But what a
digression — especially when they give us a
kid like Battier. He's had more ink expended
on him than any player in the last, well, pick
a number of years. And not only becauso lie .
one of the few stars of recent note to MH\
around for a while.
Bather has been the antidote for much of what
ails the college game I le has stood for excellence
on and off Ihe court, a rare combination Ik'
played in 131 wins, tying the NCAA nvor.t
established by Wayne Turner at Kentucky in
1998. The national player of the year and an aca
demic All-American, Battier was eloquent and
thoughtful and he set the standard lor studentathletes in the future.
When Duke's victory over Ari/on.i WM >»mi
plete. Battier was the player the Blue Devils
engulfed, the man in the middle of the joyoul
scrum that swirled near center court When
Battier kissed the national championship tro
phy, he said his career was complete
"All that's lett for me," he said, "is lo ride oil
into the sunset on a while horse." That's one
way to say goodbye. There are others.
On that note, we'll end the way we atari
ed back in November— with thoughts ot \l
McGuire. Back then, the immensely popular and irrepressible son of Brooklyn ".igravely ill with a blood disordn In
l.inu.iry, he died This story comes courtes)
of McGuire's son, Allie, who spoke at his
dad's funeral.
One evening, McGuire was sleeping but
woke up in the middle of Ihe nighl and Mid,
"Tell Wisconsin to take my name olf Ihe short
list." He died the next day. Thai's m,ikm>; .in
exit.
Seashells and balloons lo you, Coadl
See the rest of veu in November
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WRESTLING

College wrestling programs take a beating
Seton Hall, Syracuse programs feel financial pinch from administrators and alumni
Anwi Ki BIN
KnighhRidaet Tribmw
BY

NEW YORK • Terry Madden
enrolled M Seton Hall IMI fall,
savoring the chance to wrestle at the
NCAA s highest level while receiving .1 business education .11 .1
1 'atholk university
hut midway Into hi> second
semester al tin- South Orange, N.J.,
school Madden once again is shopping fde «i college. In an emergency
meeting last week, Madden, 1H, and
his teammates learned the school will
drop Ife wrestling program.
I verybody
was
upset,"
Madden said. "No one had .inv
. lue it wai coming."
Seton I bit's decision Isn'l an Isolated Case College wrestling is
becoming an endangered species
Seven other Division 1 Khoofi have
Oil the sport during the past four
yean tnqiienlly citing genderequit) requirements ■ although
Seton 11.ill fill, i.ils say tli.it didn't
affect their decision
Wrestling took the hardest hit of
any college sport from 1981-82 to
" .dipping from «.2U to 6,566

participants, according to the U.S.
i leneral Accounting Offlce
The free fall came despite steady
Interest al the high school level Last
IM6 high SChoolt
offered boys wrestling — the most
Mine 1978-79, figures from the
National federation of 5tatc High

School Associations show.
"It s just a terrible reeling," Seton
Mall coach loe Ryan said. "I get all
these college coaches calling about my
wrestlers I have to help place them, in
*,i>*> we're gone."
Seton Hall athletic director Jeff
Fogelson said he sympathized with
the plight of college wrestling programs. However, Fogelson said, his
loyalty belongs to a university that
mandated budget cuts in departments across campus.
Because wrestling is not sponsored by the Big East Conference, it
became a target. "We're not a state
university with unlimited funds,"
Fogelson said.
Fogelson now receives angry emails from the program's alumni and
from others across the country who
ass passionate about wrestling so us
ing him of "undermining high school
wrestling, college wrestling and the
Olympic movement "
Those same people, Fogelson said,
failed to open their checkbooks whin
me school recently asked for
M nailing-specific donations
I Is billed the response to the solicitation "embarrassing"
The wrestlers counter that the
administration didn't allow them to
stage meets at home this season
igalruM top ranked Minnesota and
Wisconsin.
Instead, those meets were held
at New jersey high schools and

drew a combined 3,000 people,
with tickets priced at $10 and $15
As a result, the wrestling program
massed out on the revenue.
Sevan Hall's operating budget for
wrestling was $23,129 last year. The
part-time coaches made roughly
$15,000. And there were 6.5 scholar
ships awarded, valued at $175,500.
Given what salary the new Seton
Hall basketball coach will command,
the wrestling cuts hurt more, those

I have lo help place
them, in case we're
gone.
—Joe Ryan
StlonHallurcMlinsioAh

??
close to the program said.
In fact tomi wrestlers intend to
approach Fogelson with .1 proposal:
"We're saying, if von want t,> saw
the wrestling program, win not.
whoever you hire, pay them $50,000
ICM and keep wrestling?" grapplcr
Dave Hum,1 said.
Programs can operate on ■hoestring budget.-, by aggressive!) leek
ing support from alumni and offering
limited or no scholarships, Cornell
wrestling coach Rob Koll said I la

saUmalad a Divjaton 1 program could
be maintained i,.r SI00.000annually.
rogelaan arid he has no interest in
«<<nnnuingthe wrestling program on a
modest budget tor the same reason he
cut it — that minimum facility, staff and
trainer n\|uirements couldn't be met
Title IX often is blamed for cuts in
men's college programs, and
wrestling is no exception. The feder
al gender-equity statute requires col
leges to allot resources to male and
female athletes in proportion to the
student enrollment.
\t Svracuse. for example. Title IX
mean the percentage of athletes who
arc women should come close to 55
percent Dta percentage of women in
the student l>ody.

The intent is to compel schools to
in reaac women's sports opportunities And Syracuse did just that,
adding women's lacrosse, soccer and
sotth.ill in recent years. But achieving a respectable proportion also
meant eliminating men's sports At
Syracuse. S Itoricd wrestling program competed lor the last time less
than four weeks ago.
ComeU'i Koll says athletic director have lost right ot their mission—
to provide participation opportunities
lor amateurs — and are only concerned with football, basketball and

ride IX

The nuns cuts actually cheat
women also, he lays bsCSUM athletic
directors don't need to add as many

SUPER JOE COMICS

women's sports to comply with the
gender-equity statute.
Koll doesn't dispute the positive
impact of Title IX; the number of
women's college teams increased by 66
percent from 1181 to 1998. He said it
would be nearly impossible to amend
the statute.
Title IX didn't factor into his decision to cut wrestling, Fogelson says.
Seton Hall already gives more scholarship money to women than men.
And although the student body is 54
percent women, and 45 percent of the
athletes are women, Fogelson says the
elimination of wrestling won't significant!) doss the gap.
The school needs to add a women's
sport, Fogelson says, but the budget
crunch that killed wrestling also prevents that from occurring.
Wagner wrestling coach Bill
Blauvelt nonetheless thinks gender
equity had an impact on the decision.
"Most of us have a strong suspicion it's
becauss of Title IX," he says.
While a Drake University wrestler
in 1993, Blauvelt had his program cut,
leading to a lawsuit against the school
and his testimony before Congress.
He's now among the coaches
recruiting Seton 1 (all wrestlers.
Madden plans to transfer lo
Wagner, although Seton Hall pledges
to honor its wrestlers' scholarships.
"I feel really close to my friends
here," Madden said. "It's going to be
really tough to be broken up."
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HOW DOES
KNOWING GOD

SOUND?
' lini.i

Venezuela—Mctiraw
Long

Ik, 1 ii„ ,,.

(.rcece—Chiippeiear

India— Hillside

F-Rjpt—Huffman

atlhU

Cambodia—Weaver
Djihouii—Frcdricluon
Italv —Ilingledine
Vrgcntina

f.arhcr

Antarctica—Logan

Kenya—Giflbrd
I inti-d KingdomConverse
I reland—Spotswood

Bra/il—Hanson

Philippines—Eagle

Finland—White

Japan—Potomac
France—Chesapeake

Take a trip around the world without leaving Harrison burg

Wednesday, April 11, 2001
7 p.m. -9 p.m.
Stop by Ashby Hall to get your Passport to travel
"Around the World"

Sponsored by:
Center for Multicultural/
International Student Services
Office of Residence Life
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Attention:

STUCK BEHIND THE TALL GUY

today
5 p.m.
The Breeze office
basement of
Anthony-Seeger

ANDREW TUFTS

Wrestling with redneck wahoos

All sports writers
meeting

A WWFfan makes a pilgrimage to, and gets chased out of, the Lone Star State
The year is 1989 and George Bush — the
Minutes later they would walk a few blocks to the
intelligent one — has recently begun his presiHouston Astrodome and join over 65,000 other
dency. It's April 2 and a young Andrew Tufts is
redneck yahoos for Wrestlemania X-Seven.
sitting in his Jersey shore basement with a few
Sometimes you have to wonder.
kids named Matt, Billy, Derek et. al., preparing
The Six, a.k.a the Bluestone Wrestling
for the greatest event their beady nine-year old
Federation, had been planning the trip for
eyes have ever been privileged to set their sights
months, and none of us really believed that we
on. Their parents have removed restrictions on
were going to Wrestlemania. The first time the
their bedtime and the youngsters are gathered in
emotion actually hit me was when we walked up
wild anticipation on a 1970s pull-out couch with
to Axxess on Friday night.
the pillows piled on the floor resembling a
Axxess is basically an organized circus
makeshift squared circle.
In a few minutes they will wrestle
each other while imitating their favorite
WWF superstars
$FTWT1
One hour south on the Garden State
Parkway, Shawn Michaels and the Big
TSQ
Boss
Man
are
making
their
Wrestlemania debuts in Atlantic City's
Trump Plaza in the opening match of
1C 182*
DOORS OPEN 4:38Pn
Wrestlemania V. The event would carry
on late into the Sunday evening with
the hnal match highlighting the catchphrase of everything good and decent
2FS1017
NO VIDEO/LASERPENS
in the minds of the nine-year olds Hulkamania. In the championship
match Hulk Hogan would defeat his
former best friend, "Macho Man" Randy
where WWF Superstars are put on display to
Savage,
and
regain
the
Federation
sign autographs and entertain thousands of
Championship belt.
unworthy fans.
Twelve years later, myself and five guys
We were six of those unworthy fans.
named Aki, HT, Mike, Rob and Ted were sitting
Thanks to JB's Pro Wrestling, the BWF had five
in room 221 of a Houston Econo Lodge, preparfree tickets, which only made the night that much
ing for a night our aged eyes had waited their
better. Inside we watched a live match between
whole lives to see. It was April 1, 2001 and
two high-fliers, Jerry Lynn and Essa Rios, and
George W. Bush — the other one — had just
then attempted to get some autographs.
begun his highly anticipated presidency. For the
Here I was to encounter the highlight of my
past four years these men had refocused their
entire wrestling career
attention on the WWF and were now sitting at
Excuse a quick digression
the threshold of what was to be a historic event.
Most big wrestling fans have favorites, and

8
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ADULT

SNICKERS CRUNCHER PRESENT
WRESTLEflfiNIft X-SEUEN
RELIANT ASTRODOtlE

new writers
welcome
Don't want to
miss Tufts' teary
farewell speech
do ya?
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Watch TV?

SUN APR 1 2881 6:38PM

when I started watching the WWF again in high
school, my horse was Badd Ass Billy Gunn —
part of the New Age Outlaws with the Road
Dog Jessie James. Since we all had wrestling
names back in the day, I was the Badd Ass Andy
Tufts and my tag team partner was the Road
Dogg Justin I anglois. These days the Badd Ass
doesn't exist as he used to, and he is now The
(me Billy Gunn. As this name association game
would dictate, 1 am now The Three Andy T.

Welcome to my world.
^

Back at Axxess, we missed Mean Gene
Okerlund and Bobby "the Brain" Heenan by
minutes, but who would be the next person
at the table but El I lombre himself, Mr. Billy
| Gunn
Naturally, I was beside myself. I was
I too excited for words to describe. I walked up
. to that autograph table the most emotionally
I jacked sob in the arena, and I was so nervj ous I didn't know what to say. We exchanged
: pJMMntfiai and he autographed my shirt.
• Then I shook his giant bear claw and walked
off the stage.
As high as my excitement was then, my
emotions were at the opposite end of the
spectrum when Mick Foley — Mankind himself — left the autograph table as I was, literally,
the next person in line. It was truly amazing
how disappointed it made me. We won't mention the one individual named Ted who cut in
front of me in line and got the signature that was
rightfully mine.
Later that night I found my redemption song
when I stumbled upon a Wrestlemania program
on the floor of the concession stand autographed
by Mick Foley, the Big Show, and all three
Dudley Bnyz, among others.

see WRESTLEMANIA. page 18
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Talk on the phone?

Surf the web?

well...

GET CONNECTED
Now For Fall 2001
with our Early Incentive
Package and

SAVE OVER $75.00!
Sign up by
MAY 15 to be
eligible for
these savings.

No payments
or
commitments
until August!

-v'*

but living at
Ashby-Crossing
comes pretty close.

FREE Internet
FREE Phone
FREE Cable

Serving:
Southviaw
Stonegate
The Commons
Pheasant Run

Sunchase
Foxhill
Old* Mill

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

888.201.8420
local 437.4200
www.ntc-com.com

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001
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Wrestlemania:
Escape from Texas
WKBSTLBMANiA, from pagf 15

COLLEGE

I Vi ACROCK

loiter that night I found
my redemption song when 1
stumbled upon a Wrestlemania program on the floor
of (he concession stand autographed by Mick Foley, the
Big Show, and all three
Dudley Boyz, among others.
Can you say eBay?
On Saturday the BWF
wasted 527 each for tickets to
Six Flags Astroworld. If
you're ever in Texas, resist the
urge to visit
- this
place.
Save your morw,
of producing
ney for Alad... a nice lexan
such a reaction,
din's Palace in
welcomed me to his ^''3
thtVUk) Mall
— trust me, state by threatening mx ^w^- AS
it's a better
' ...
°
the big deuceinvestment.
llfe ...
deuce approaThe
big
ChM and my
day came on
academic carSunday, and
—y 7
eer reaches an
after sleeping
end, there
in we made signs the rest of
only one thought that remains
the afternoon and left for
after this txpananci the Badd
the Astrodome at 530 p.m.
Ass is headed to Wrestlemania
XVIII
Once inside, you'd have to
be six feet under not to feel
the excitement The show
itself was beyond excellent,
and the gimmick Battle
Andrew Tufts is a
senior
SMAD
Royal
helped
rekindle
memories of the great
ntfot aho*ppok>
wrestlers that I watched
WNJ all for
from my basement couch
lite XIL on A
12 years ago to the day.
behalf of WWr
faithful everyThe capper of the weekend came when a nice
where

( ♦ A PAR TMENTS ♦)

'Each apartment includes:
• Large living room and separate kitchen
• One Urge bedroom
• One full bathroom
-^conditioning
• On-site laundry facilities

• free parking

RADIO

CONFERENCE!

Texan welcomed me to his
state by threatening my life
in the parking lot after the
event. Apparently he didn't
approve of some of the language I used in reference to
his home state. Needless to
say, I couldn't find the gentleman afterwards
After it wai -ill arid and
done, the weekend was everything we anticipated and more.
For me, well, I guess you could
call the whole thing a M-ntimen
tal journey. You wouldn't think
a
wrestling
——^^— event capable

Me f@mnd@MY'

Radio conference
to rock the town
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T YOUA TICKET TODAY. ONLY
'-'0 ENTITLES YOU TO SEE ALL
E BANDS. RECORD LABELS, *
VARIETY OF PANELISTS!
00
WXJM IN ANTHONY SEE0ER
LL TODAY I WWW.JMU. EDU/WXJM/MACROCK

"Why live with a
crowd? "Have your own
little castCe at The
grand-Duk\e!

_ /7* ,«-»-» ^ w A
C&ll 433~1744

RADIO, from pa^e 12

spooky Springstein esque
sound all his own.
If Friday night is your
lime to rock, then stop by
the PC Ballroom where
the hardcore showcase
will be housed. MACRoCk veterans Dil-inger
Escape Plan will headline
this showcase.
MACRoCk is not focused only on emo, indierock or hardcore music
Other Friday shows include
a (an showcase at Calhoun's
in downtown I larrisonburg
and an Americana Showcase
at the Little Grill.
The hip-hop showcase
has been postponed for two
weeks,
according
to
MACRoCk coordinators
A Saturday at MACRoCk is a non-stop roller
coaster of rock 'n' roll.
Saturday events begin at
noon in the PC Ballroom.
Half of the ballroom will be
swamped with a record
label showcase of more than
40 independent labels.
"It's a great way for
unsigned Kinds and labels
to come together," junior
Lindsay Krembs, co-booking coordinator, said.
Tlie other half of the ballroom will blare with the
melodic sounds of Further
Seems
Forever
and
I 'i.i^strjp Syndicate.
Another
Saturday
showcase
at
Court
Square
Theater
will
include The Impossibles,
Ann Beretta and Jersey —
all of whom have played

in I larrisonburg within
the past year
Saturday night will further increase the intensity of
MACRoCk's non-stop action. The lineup at the PC
Ballroom includes The Dismemberment Plan. They
will headline this show with
their complicated rhythms,
unforgettable hooks and
futuristic lyrics.
Court Square Theater's
Saturday night includes
Dashboard Confessional's
acoustic melodies. Rocking
Horse
Winner
and
Onelined rawing.
Piebald,
who also
played at MACRoCk 2000,
and Cave In will headline
the Saturday night showcase at Goodtimes.
House
shows will
include the on-stage chemistry of The Stryder and
Fairweather and Thursday.
An energetic hardcore
set is scheduled at the Little
Grill on Saturday night, featuring Waifle, Diecast and
Page 99.
Badges for the entire
weekend can be purchased at WXJM's office
in Anthony-Seeger Hall
for S20, or non-badge
owners can pay a cover
charge that
will be
assigned for each individual showcase.
A handful of local venues prepare to take on the
enthusiasm of thousands of
music-lovers as Harrisonburg is overtaken with
MACKRoCk
madness.
Long live college radio.

far zd W*

iuu)w.cIhtQrand<Duf(e.com.

Rrzzrt ffarfjtfhg

!A short uiaC^to campus and on the bus route.

The Breeze wants you

Get a job/

For more information call
News — x6699
Opinion - - x3846
Focus — x6729
Style — x3846
Sports —- x6709
Photo —- x6749
Graphics - x6749

Potomac
Hirsts
Glliie
University Health Center Satellite Clinic is"
now OPEN for your convenience. If you are
on the ISAT side of campus and need some
meds, or to see a nurse, stop by

Weds, and Thurs. 10 AM ■ 4 PM
No Appointment Necessary.
Ctuiitioni coll X3549

University Information
Summer and Fall
'Graphic Designer
•Web Designer Assistant
•Marketing Assistant
•Photographer
contact information:
allison coonley
coonleax (njmu.edu
APPLY
NOW!

500,000 New Books

60%-90% off retail

Today thru April 8
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from

Featuring...
Great selections of history, fiction & literature,
religion, science & nature, cooking, children's
books, health & self-help, psycholoqy, travel,

■ •I
i
•
P..' i.i
,
.
philosophy, econom.es, political theory, business,
computer books, Boyd's Bears and more!

9AM-7PM

Doily

, . . ,, .

l«oledl5mnulKsoolho IMU
i^en Harmonbmo & Si™io„
Take 181 to exit ?40, lum mi on
«d.68?S.wl<hforlheuom

Greeil Valley

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

BOOKFAIR
2)92Green Volley Ln.,Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (800)385-0099
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GU^SLL Ll£l2S
FOR RENT
The Brand Dukt Apartment* •
newly renovated and furnished. 3
bedroom. 2 level totvnhomes close
) main campus 'or fall 2001.
Large eat m kitchens with fun we
appliances. Generous rear deck
with private yard Parturu included
4331744
- 3BR. 2.5 baths, W/D.
new vmyl. new carpet, wa* to JMU.
pool. Available Jut, 1. S750/mo
24ft* 700
1214 Fni«»th.ll
) t .• lro< n
townhouse just east o' Interstate
Kitchen & laundry appliances
Fireplace in dming room. JB10
Mess A Mtlter 434 7383
1 BR Avallskl* l« Squire Hill
$2H5-utilities Call 246-2449
Nags Head Student Summer
Rental* - 2 and 3 bedrooms.
252 2556328

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
1 Bedroom

The Ofartd Dufce Aeartmenta . new
& newly renovated superior, large 1
bedroom apartments close to
campus available for summer and
Fall 2001 school year Full sue. eatin kitchens and large living room
r*gh quatty. extern** new turrasfwgt
available. Phone 4331744.
3, 4, of ft BM Units Available •
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at S150/bedroom Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 5404339576.
Twelve Be,
«v' ■ «l rani
to
groups
of
12
or
any
combinations, including singles.
Call (or great deals on utilities and
rent' 867 9375.
1*04 ML. view 4 lit- saaamani
W/D. DM. garbage disposal. AC,
furnished. 2 batns. wa*ung distance,
new carpet $?50/mo . 867 9375

amftsBM i rCataati
mg-2
nd 3 story townhouses. 45
bedroom house. Some with free
ethernet For listings, floor plans
and locations, contact University
Realty. 434-4444 unvr»fy**f re net
wvm uroversrty-nsalty com/locations.
Large 2.5 Story House - t-fi rooms.
hardwood floors. 34 BR. 2 bath,
off-street parking, N. High St
Available Aug
1. SB75/mo
4333395

Madison Trrrarr
Huni'i
i UrsjefbfMH

2 Bedroom*

REDUCED

HimtiTS RidRC

4 ■•Or,
i H<».
2 kitchens.
2 bath, 65 W Fai'view. Laundry
appliances. DSL. August 2001.

lease & deposit
4330984

Harrison St. . walking distance. 4
BR. W/D. OW. garbage disposal,
newly renovated.
S250/mo.
867 9375

1920/mo

FOR SALE

Lodglnt (or IMU Graduation
bedroom
condo,
sleep
6.
available for check-in 5/4/01.
Minutes away from JMU. Call
after 6:30 p.m. weekday evenings
I 7575639194.

2 Dave Matthews Band Ticket. for Camden. New jersey. June 23.
Email dunftarnrsaVrrnu adu.

Almost New 1 BR Apartments
eicsllcnt condition, stove, ref..
W/D, some with dishwashers
Available 8/17/01. $400-425
No pets. 4331569

iOOl Harrksonewrg Party T-ftMrts"% 15 at local bars. $12 direct &
$30 for three. Sets out your
constitutional nghts. The shet HPD
does not want you to h»9. e-mail:
jmusfw fsdrhotmar/ com

2 BR Townhouse • great condition,
very close' W/O. 2001 2002.
S525/mo.. 4331569

■eavey 5150 Half Stack • $450
obo. Call Amir. 433-9802 or
40B3933732.

Mt. View Drive TH • 5 BR.
furnished, walking distance.
$180/month.
1 year
lease
(Aug.2001 Aug
2002), W/0
7034505008

Kegoreter KM*. Taps - Bear/WVW
making
Bluestone
Cellars.
downtown. 432-6799.
Reggae Roots Wear, Roc*■rwoii
collectibles/memorabilia, hemp
accessories/jewelry, stained glass
art, conscientious t shirts/posters.
Batik tapestries, incencet. oil,
imported wood work Majestic
imports downtown 52 E. Market.
442-6728.

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen.
$260/oedroorn 703737Q103
Overbuilt
Market
Meant
Qreat Savings for Vou ■ See
www.caaffeproperfy.com
lor
houses with rooms starting at
S175. 48 BR duotei with tle.ibie
terms.
Permits
pets.
Call
56*2659.

1*96 Pentlae Brand prli - 2 dr.
etc. cond.. Black A beautiful. Ladyowned $8250 f.rm 540-396-3590
before 11am. after 10 p.m.

.» l^lfTMNII lllV.lrfm.IN.

M.ulmm Manor
Mu(Il<wui Irn.M |
Smmnqof S2I2 90

: Muirc nm<*tcik-ik. lurtmhol
dose, cthcrnci' Mafliny t?W»ch
:.v 'IIH I ......-.it* H.H.
lava -iuinidoA,
fumrvhol. rr*, .«n»t

3 Bedrooms
M,.(ii«in kltJi 4

432-4993

Dukr (liirrlrns
Madben Qtitftm
MwftaiW 1 (Trace
Madison Square
I imrrsity Plare

J-M
APARTMENTS

Stan if a H ■"•

4.W-H8IW. Anytime!

4 Bedrooou
Mniiiil.iin Vte« rfesghtl

Hunttn Ridge
Mwllson M.iiini
University Ploce

3 Bedroom Ho**W/D.
available
*675/mo. 4331569

( olege Station

1335 Devon Lane -

(..untrv Club Court
Sci'iirionl 817.1

I inert y Street 2 blocks from campus.

3 levels, water Included.

or $l7(Vpci\on

Of SIKO/pcrvon

llnnirr-.Kl.Jjte Loft

n~r si .ht riaaai aMttaasi a JMU

Very Nice 3 BR Houae -

Management

Kline Realty

ThepHKlapaninrnis .*. dr-.

Property Mgmt.
438-8800

Funkhouaer * Aaaoclate*
J Property Management, Inc.

-n o>mc by and see u%'

I b\fo*runh ttout*manmormmi rom

Hww.cfw.com/~rfM

VWiaaali

434-5150

Enjoy the PoolT Like Klda* summer
babysitting job
in
Massanutten area (or two 11
■ear-oids and their little sisters.
The girls are competing in
a summer league swim team, so
wa are looking lor a reliable and
energetic student who likes
to swim, with own transportation.
Call Allison at 568-3583, or e-mail

Visit our web site:
uni»u».c/uJ.coin/~rcnt

Delta Sigma Pi's Second Annual
5K4 The Cure Run
benefiting the American Cancer Society

Sponsored by James McHone Jewelers
$50 cash prize to each male and female winner
Plus! $100 cash giveaway to one person wearing
a t-shirt with James McHone logo

Helper/Later • Summer employment
available at Weal mowig companies
in Richmond. VA and Norfolk.
VA. PT positions with great
opportunity to earn overtime.
Monetary bonuses available il you
work the entue summer1 Join our
team loading and unloading
trucks, assisting m our warehouse
and/or working on commercial
office moves. Apply at 8030
Whitepine Road , Richmond, VA
23237. 804 2710500 or 130 S
Military Hwy. 757 4618888
SlaOO Weetay Potential • maiimg
Our circulars Free information Call
202-4525901

TRAVEL OUT WEST
S.mil"*.Mi in I M
Summer Internship
LMctlcmeiiprricncc Average

VaMey Pool Co. - is h.rmg summer
retail sales help. Great hours. Apply
at 185 Neff Ave.. Hamsonburg. VA
433^763

fini summer V,0Oli Only seletting
independent A thorp undent*
r..r inf.irmali»n .-H 442-WM.

Oreat Summer Jobe at
Shenendoah River Outfitters!
Wc arc hiring energetic, run propk
for cooks, campground sitrndanu.
but dnvem Full ft part time
If r*mt--t -**-+ m ih> wMi ihti
«*id a* tr* r+ tm )ra ■ i -aaa-tcAfcofj

GREAT SUMMER
INTERNSHIP

Work Outside ttws Summer In Nova
Paint houses, work on tan. all
trairwig provided t810/hr Contact
NMm,B8B5567139.
Hi
Oee
... laiirTiaii
Now hiring Nova areas' Minimum of
$7.25. Apply online or call 877 SEE

Put Vou. Computer to Wori.
5.947/mo. PT/FT. full training
provided. 1 800 56703166 or
www.wrhonane.corn IDe2752
SlO/hr. Guaranteed • wor- on
campus F/T or P/T (or as bttla as
510 hours/wk or as many as
40 hours/wk. Be your own boss
Create your own schedule. Limited
positions Can 800808 7442. i80

WANTED
Roommate/ Roommates ■ to share
nuge townhouse for summer Grad
student preferred. Pet friendly Can
Al,ssa. 4330523.
Summer at the Beach! Seeking
roommates interested in liwtg in a
nice, fulry-furnished house located
m Nags Head, NC. ocean
front CaM Mike or Chris to inquire.
4424102

Besl Summer Job
You'll Kver Haw!

SERVICES
Resumes! Looking for a job or
internship? vou need a resume
tailored to sell your strengths and
capabilities 804 9797909 or
cvaiavaiurngas^yenoo. com.

Top-notch Maine vuinmer«jmp
for rti>> «.-tk« inunteliT- U<
untrue! eilhcr hjsk.'lh^ll trnni*.

NOTICE

*r.her>. sv.immin«. fvutinp.

I

waterskung. jn> & .I.IIK

Are you looking for

21 Aiiguvt IH
Highest camp salaries, plus
travel, room, board, laundry

If you are attracted to

service. Internship credit.

tg.7,000*. 3 credits, travel.

Great facilities, terrific people

challenge, building your

jikl hejuiilul bkc Irani scllinj.'

rtiirni & fun. carl

We u-ek fun. il>namic.

iMlMMGfpQflMldlliCHNIC.
the Brnot HUMIK-V. Ruici. In,

IIWIKW-«5»I
PUce Your CUasiArd Ad
In The Brtezel
i
attn HI
Anlhony S«-srr Hull

I k-rolc iiMidcK who

800-251-4000 ert. 1428

enjoy working with .hiMn-n

(Few positions remain)

(all 4HKW-9A97 or e-mail

varsity Dnnsion • Thomas Nelson he

campukylemarVaolivm

inlornijlmn JIH!

MiMMt rrgjtding Ihe
invtMigjiioit til f'ininving

photography, video, music lune

something better than wtiai
you've already knad up?

■ NO Mis ftroer

M People Wanted - to lose up to
30 lbs. neu 30 days! Natural,
guaranteed. Of. recommended
140O9341390 or www toaotfcom
lDe2752.

Fratemltlea, Sororltlea, Clufes.
Student Groups
E^rn $1000
$2000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraisercom three hour
fundraising event. No sales
reouired. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today'
Contact Campusfundfaiser.ccm
at
888 923 3238
or
visit
www. campus 'unarai se i com

aOCCaVi hiking, mpe* course.

at home. No experience info
504-64&1700. Dept. VA4806

Wl U\IKI\(.
DISTANCE TO JMV

of Mouses!

Lifeguards • Massanetta Springs
Conference
Center
needs
lifeguards
May-Labor
Day
Supervisor, 2 guards, pay, shift
meals, fun. Bring certification.
apply m person. 712 Massanetta
Springs Road. 4343829.

Be Part of History! Sunchese is
doing tneir first turnover this
Summer. If you like to* be very
busy, pay attn to details, eicel
in hectic
and varied work
environments, follow up on the
work you had scheduled and dont
mind pitching ai a hand when enua
help is needed, the help us make it
happen' Excellent pay and bonus
plan. Call Eiler» lor details or come
by the Sunchase office and fill out
an application. 442 4800. EEO

lacrosse, baseball, hockey, golf.

Help Wanted - Earn up to
$500/week assembling products

Near EMU. 2 buth. W/D.
D/W. 8275/person.

Large Selection

Lifeguards ft Swim Instructors
Needed for Summer 2001 • UREC
is hiring lifeguards with current
CPR, First Aid and Lifeguard
Training certifications. Swim
instructors must have WSI
certification. Please pick up an
application at UREC or call Ntco*
at 56BB714 for more Information.

HELP WANTED

liirfie rooms.

KlitK- Really Property

Graphic Designer - excellent
opportunity lor part time Summer
position w*h Urwvererty information
May partner with Leadership
Education and Development for
Internship to create a full time
position. Contact Allison at
coonl99*0jmu.0du 'or details.
Apply by April 13.

hup .'■. H .■ .hi-wdJ«>it<'I..' mm

3 bedroom townhouse.

4 BR Apt. S72il/mo

5 Bedrooms

■ , .H $879

1**9 Pentlae Brand Prli SI ■
black, exc. cond, loaded power
everything, low miles. This is one
beautiful sporty vehicle. Sacrifice
$8250. 540 396 3590. Before
11 am., after lOpjn

W/D. D/W. A/C. S700/mo.

1 IIR Apt VMflVmo.

.<HR Apt. SMGYmo.

Kox Mill

Bray Chinchilla - large cage.
$110. last chancel Call Rob,
4330632

3 bedroom, furnished.

2001 - 2002
Ethernet Available.'
«.r nOurptrtoa

SitaiaulU. ehorta. toes, sandass,
morel Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Mam.

rooms available May Aug. 2 blocks
from campus. Can 4421800.

2 KK Apt. I40fl/mo

Unlvrrsily Crmrt

8/17/01

Horlioncamps.com ■ Summer
Job/Internship - 5 great children's
summer camps in NY. ME. PA
and WV seek general counselors,
group leaders, activity ■^slructont AM
camps have remarkable waterfront
activities including canoeing,
kayaking, sailing, windsurfing,
waterskung. wake boarding.knee
boarding and swimming Benefits
paid internsnips. training, salary,
accommodation, food, laundry,
travel
allowance.
Apply
at
www. nori/oncemps com or call
18005445448.

82 SO for Ihr rtn.1 10 words
■ ich add I 10 words
588-6127

Teppan Yaki
Sushi Bar
*Now taking graduation reservations'-'

*Open bar available*
—

—

—

—

—

~

"i

I Sunday - Thursday |
I
107c OFF
i

jg||%CHIANG HOU
JAMES UCHONE
antique

itwclry

When: Saturday, April 7, 2001 10:30am
Where: Start & Finish in convocation lot

SSl
■
*X&&r*3•', v*

•Free t-.shirt to first 75 people to sign up*

til I or some ood
em

Old Country Store

If you want great service
and the highest quality foodJoin us at Cracker Barrel
Don't forget to stop by our gift shop!

.574 - 3099
1-81 & Pleasant Valley (Exit 243) Harrisonburg

829 EAST MARKET STREET
HARR1SONBURG, VA 22801
(540)574-4901 (540)574-4902
* NOW HIRING *
WAITER/WAITRESS

JAM/L JO

@<ir Student

V^**
^Jen
Teresa ^^\^
yypfr Lauren
ppU* Valerie

F

g

V* Sam -ft

'Univerditp XeattA Toenter

20
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Cheezsticks!
Try our NEW style
cheezsticks! Order 16
cheezsticks with
dipping sauce

Pizza Panic

DOMINO'S

♦1

LI Viiit Y

CIMC3 2M

Medium 2-Topping
Pizza and Breadstixs
Sweet Deal
Order our Cinnastix;
Breadsticks baked in
butter and coated with
surgar and cinnamon!
Free Sweet Icing!

JMU/ S. Main St.

433-2300
Miller Circle/By Skatetown

Port Rd/Valley Mall

433-3111
Behind Kroger's & Blockbuster
Ask for your free dipping sauce!
Garlic Butter - Ranch - Marinara Sauce
Parmesan Peppercorn
}

4

t*.* *+* + M4

■-

■■

■

$2.99

